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Kuwait advises against travel  
abroad due to coronavirus 

Issuance of visit, entry visas remains suspended, holders cannot enter country 

KUWAIT: The Friday Market was closed down on Friday - barely a day after reopening - due to a lack of 
health safety requirements, social distancing and health protection measures to prevent the spread of the 
coronavirus. — Photo by Fouad Al-Shaikh

KUWAIT: Kuwait is advising its citizens and resi-
dents against travelling abroad at the moment due 
to the instability of the coronavirus pandemic, and 
the spread of the virus despite strict measures 
applied worldwide, the health ministry announced in 
a statement on Twitter on Friday. Last month, 
Kuwait’s communications office said that commer-
cial flights at Kuwait International Airport will 
resume from Aug 1, after being suspended in March 
because of the coronavirus pandemic. 

Meanwhile, an informed source at the General 
Directorate for Residency Affairs said issuance of 
entry visas remains suspended, adding no depart-
ment or service center can issue any visit or entry 
visas, according to a report in Al-Anbaa daily. 
Expats with valid residency permits were planning 
to return from Aug 1, but some of them have new-
borns with visit visas.  

But the source said those who were issued visit, 
family, work or newborn visas cannot currently 
enter the country using those visas because they 
have expired and there is no mechanism to renew 
them, and they should wait until visa issuance 

resumes or a mechanism is set that allows the use of 
the documents they have.  

The source added as for renewing the residency 
permits of expats who are abroad, the interior min-
istry’s systems accept renewal applications of their 
permits provided their passports are valid, for all 
types of residency articles: Government workers, 
private sector employees, dependents and those 
who sponsor themselves. 

On Thursday, Italy banned entry to people coming 
from 13 countries including Kuwait that it said present-
ed an excessive rate of COVID-19 infections. The list 
compiled by the health ministry comprises Armenia, 
Bahrain, Bangladesh, Brazil, Bosnia and Herzegovina, 
Chile, Kuwait, North Macedonia, Moldova, Oman, 
Panama, Peru and Dominican Republic. 

The ban affects anyone who has stayed in or 
travelled through these countries in the last 14 days, 
Health Minister Roberto Speranza said in a state-
ment. Travellers from all other countries outside the 
European Union and the Schengen free movement 
area can come to Italy but must observe 14 days of 
quarantine on arrival.

ISTANBUL: People pray outside the Hagia Sophia on Friday as they gather to 
celebrate after a top Turkish court revoked its status as a museum, clearing 
the way for it to be turned back into a mosque. — AFP 

ISTANBUL: Turkish President Recep Tayyip 
Erdogan announced Friday that the Hagia 
Sophia, one of the architectural wonders of the 
world, would be reopened for Muslim worship 
as a mosque, sparking fury in the Christian 
community and neighboring Greece. His decla-
ration came after a top Turkish court revoked 
the sixth-century Byzantine monument’s status 
as a museum, clearing the way for it to be 
turned back into a mosque. 

In an address to the nation, Erdogan said 
the first Muslim prayers at the Hagia Sophia 
would be performed on July 24. “God willing, 
we will perform Friday prayers all together on 

July 24 and reopen Hagia Sophia to worship-
ping,” he said, assuring that it would open its 
door to all, including non-Muslims. “Like all our 
mosques, the doors of Hagia Sophia will be 
wide open to locals and foreigners, Muslims 
and non-Muslims.”  

The Council of State, Turkey’s highest 
administrative court, unanimously cancelled a 
1934 cabinet decision to turn it into a museum 
and said Hagia Sophia was registered as a 
mosque in its property deeds. Shortly after the 
court decision, Erdogan signed a presidential 
decree handing over the administration of 
“Hagia Sophia Mosque” to Turkey’s religious 
affairs directorate known as Diyanet.  

A few hundred Turks carrying Turkish flags 
gathered outside Hagia Sophia shouting 
“Chains broken, Hagia Sophia reopened”. 
Police heightened security measures around 
the building, according to AFP journalists. 
Hundreds of worshippers performed evening 
prayers outside the building after the alter-
ation to its status. “It’s been a dream since we 

were kids,” said Erdal Gencler, an Istanbul 
resident. Fatma, a woman with tears in her 
eyes, said: “Of course I am crying. (Hagia 
Sophia) belongs to us.”  

Greece swiftly condemned the move by 
Muslim-majority Turkey as a provocation while 
the United States also expressed disappoint-
ment. The Russian Orthodox Church was 
equally scathing. Erdogan urged everyone to 
respect Turkey’s decision and said the issue of 
what purposes Hagia Sophia would serve 
“concerns Turkey’s sovereign rights”.  

The UNESCO World Heritage site in his-
toric Istanbul, a magnet for tourists worldwide, 
was first constructed as a cathedral in the 
Christian Byzantine Empire but was converted 
into a mosque after the Ottoman conquest of 
Constantinople in 1453.  Hagia Sophia, which 
stands opposite the impressive Sultanahmet 
Mosque - often called the Blue Mosque - has 
been a museum since 1935 and open to believ-
ers of all faiths. Last year, 3.8 million tourists 
visited the monument. — AFP 

Turkey turns  
Hagia Sophia  
back to mosque 

PARIS: Patients with abnormally high blood sugar lev-
els are more than twice as likely to die from COVID-19, 
researchers in China said yesterday. It is the first time 
scientists have been able to confirm that patients with 
hyperglycemia, but not diagnosed with diabetes, are at 
higher risk of death from COVID-19, they wrote in the 
journal Diabetologia. The researchers examined death 
rates for 605 COVID-19 patients at two hospitals in 
Wuhan, China.  

Having high blood pressure is “independently associ-
ated” with increased risk of death and complications 
from COVID-19, they wrote. The study builds on previ-
ous research on diabetic patients. One-in-10 COVID-19 
patients with diabetes died in French hospitals, a far 
higher proportion than for patients without the condi-
tion, a May study in the same journal found.  

Exactly why high blood sugar increases COVID-19 
death rates remains clear. The authors of Friday’s study 
suggested that blood clotting, the weakening of blood 
vessel linings, and cytokine storm syndrome - an over-
reaction of the immune system - could all play a role. 
The authors of the report urged hospitals to test all 
COVID-19 patients for glucose levels, as opposed to 
only those known to have diabetes.  

Also, scientists said Thursday there is “strong evi-
dence” that COVID-19- positive mothers can pass the 
virus on to their unborn infants, in findings that could 
affect how pregnant women are shielded during the 
pandemic.  — Agencies 

High blood sugar  
elevates COVID  
mortality risk 

LUCKNOW: Indian police shot dead 
one of the country’s most wanted gang-
sters on Friday just a day after his dra-
matic arrest, sparking accusations of a 
staged extrajudicial killing. Officials said 
Vikas Dubey, detained for the killing of 
eight police officers, was shot as he tried 
to escape a police vehicle while being 
driven to his home city in the northern 

state of Uttar Pradesh. 
Within hours of TV stations carrying 

images of his bloodstained body lying in a 
hospital, rights lawyers and activists 
alleged that police had killed Dubey to 
prevent him revealing his connections 
with powerful people. “This is the most 
blatant case of extrajudicial killing. Dubey 
was a gangster terrorist who may have 
deserved to die. But (Uttar Pradesh) 
police have killed him to shut his mouth,” 
Supreme Court lawyer Prashant Bhushan 
wrote on Twitter. 

“Will we allow police to kill anyone 
without a court trial?” Utsav Bains, anoth-
er Supreme Court lawyer, added. Senior 
opposition Congress party leader 
Priyanka Gandhi said the people “protect-

ing” Dubey were still free and called for a 
judicial probe into the killing. “History 
repeats,” Nirjhari Sinha, a civil rights 
leader from western Gujarat state, wrote 
on Twitter in response to Dubey’s death. 
“Dead gangsters can’t speak about their 
political patronage.”  

Dubey, aged about 50, was accused of 
more than 60 murders, attempted murders 
and other crimes. He was said to have shot 
dead an Uttar Pradesh state minister inside 
a police station in 2001. Despite those cas-
es and his reputation for ruthlessness, 
Dubey has built considerable local political 
links over the past two decades. On July 3, 
eight officers were gunned down when his 
gang staged an ambush on a police team 
aiming to arrest him. 

A nationwide manhunt was launched, 
during which five of Dubey’s associates - 
including his bodyguard nephew - were 
killed. Police said he was tipped off about 
the deadly raid by local officers, some of 
whom have been arrested for leaking 
information to the gangster. He finally gave 
himself up in a temple in Madhya Pradesh 
state on Thursday. According to the police 
account, the car transporting him early 
Friday overturned on a wet road in neigh-
boring Uttar Pradesh and he tried to 
escape. “Dubey has been killed in an 
exchange of fire after he snatched the pis-
tol of our men and tried to flee after firing 
at them. Four of our men are also injured,” 
Kanpur police inspector general Mohit 
Agarwal told reporters. — AFP 

Furor after  
Indian police  
kill gangster 

DUBAI: An engineer observes a KhalifaSat model at the Mohammed bin 
Rashid Space Centre on July 5, 2020. — AFP 

DUBAI: The oil-rich United Arab 
Emirates has built a nuclear power pro-
gram and sent a man to space, and now 
plans to join another elite club by send-
ing a probe to Mars. The UAE - a col-
lection of sheikhdoms better known for 
its skyscrapers, palm-shaped islands 
and mega attractions - is now pushing 
to join their ranks in what will be a first 
for the Arab world. It will mark the 50th 

anniversary of its unification with 
“Hope”, an unmanned spacecraft 
expected to reach its target in February 
after being launched on July 15 from 
Japan’s Tanegashima Space Centre. 

While the mission objective is to 
provide a comprehensive image of the 
weather dynamics in Mars’ atmos-
phere and pave the way for scientific 
breakthroughs, the probe is a founda-
tion for a much bigger goal - building 
a human settlement on Mars within the 
next 100 years. Dubai has hired archi-
tects to imagine what a Martian city 
might look like and recreate it in its 
desert as “Science City”, at a cost of 
around 500 million dirhams ($135 mil-
lion). — AFP (See Page 12)

UAE’s Mars  
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KUWAIT: Meeting with representatives 
of government inspection bodies, includ-
ing Kuwait’s anti-corruption watchdog, 
His Highness the Prime Minister Sheikh 
Sabah Al-Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah 
said on Thursday that the country’s fight 

against corruption has reached its climax. 
The talks with Kuwait’s Anti-Corruption 
Authority, Civil Service Commission and 
the National Stock Exchange, amongst 
other state bodies, encapsulate His 
Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-
Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah’s unflinching 
vigor to ensure that public funds are 

properly managed and protected from 
fraud, he said. On the fight against cor-
ruption, he emphasized that it was 
imperative to take “concrete action” in 
order to root out the scourge, saying all 
those found complicit in such nefarious 
deeds should face “swift and uncompro-
mising justice.” He urged the state bod-
ies to work as a cohesive unit amid 
efforts to “recover stolen state assets,” 
which would help fund development and 
usher in growth, echoing His Highness 
the Amir’s explicit instructions that “no 
one is above the law.” Describing the 
anti-corruption drive as a “national 
endeavor,” His Highness the Prime 
Minister urged his fellow compatriots to 
“play their part,” as well, assuring the 
state bodies of the government’s firm 
support as they aim to bring these 
efforts to fruition. The state officials 
thanked His Highness the Prime Minister 
for the advice, saying such talks provide 
an opportunity to discuss “pressing 
matters,” helping to ultimately translate 
plans into action. — KUNA

Kuwait fight against corruption 
reached its climax: Prime Minister

Premier meets representatives of government inspection bodies

KUWAIT: His Highness the Prime Minister Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah meets with representatives of government 
inspection bodies. — KUNA

No one 
is above 
the law

As the pandemic started, my car regis-
tration expired, so I went to a compa-
ny that inspects vehicles and issues 

new registration papers for a reasonable fee 
while you are waiting comfortably in their 
lounge. I was told that everything will be done 
right there, except for issuing the title because 
the government is shut down, and the insur-
ance papers will be enough for the time being. 
I agreed with him and everything was done.  

Now when the government started to oper-
ate again, I went to collect the title after I col-
lected the so-called “Cancellation of Standing 
Instructions” from the finance company 
because the car loan was paid off, only for the 
employee to tell me that the title will still have 
a note that the car is wanted and only the traf-
fic department can remove the note! As I 
know the long process of first taking an 
appointment, then going and waiting for hours 
to get the note struck out, I decided to keep 
things as they are, as things can be corrected 
later.  

The question is that the country has 
advanced so much in the field of technology 
and many of the transactions are done online - 
so why are there still some links missing? I 
hope that all things are completed and any 
problems ironed out because I know this is 
feasible, as authorities have made big strides 
in easing things at all levels and departments 
for both citizens and expats, and it is fitting to 
say thank you. 

On a different note, a father wanted to 
advise his son on things that he had hard times 
with and does not want his son to face the 
same, so he told him: 
• Be careful before you lend money to a 

friend, because you may lose both. 
• Do not trust your memory, put everything 

down on paper. 
• When you decide to buy a house, remember 

these very important things: Location, loca-
tion and location. 

• Do not pay anyone until they complete the 
job. 

• Do not sleep late if you care about your day. 
• Do not leave your job until you secure 

another. 
• When you borrow a friend’s car, fill it up 

with gas before you return it (and it is better 
not to get used to borrow anything). 

• When your mother says you will be sorry for 
doing something, you will most likely be 
sorry for that. 

• Be courageous, and if you are not, pretend, 
because no one will notice the difference. 

• When you see a good book, buy it even if 
you do not read it. 

• Do not believe all what you hear, and do not 
spend all what you own and not as much as 
you wish. 

• If you borrow something more than twice, 
buy it. 

• Do not lie, do not lie, do not lie. 
There are many more of such pieces of advice 

that cover most aspects of life, but I select-
ed those, and I wish I knew the name of the 
person who wrote and published them to 
say thank you.

Coronavirus in Kuwait: What we know so far
KUWAIT: Kuwait has recorded 53,580 cases infected with the novel coron-
avirus (COVID-19) as of Friday, in addition to 383 deaths. With the exception 
of 157 cases in intensive care, all infected cases are in stable condition and are 
recovering in quarantined locations designated by the government for this pur-
pose, while thousands have been discharged from quarantine after exhibiting 
no symptoms during their 14-day quarantine period, the Ministry of Health 
confirmed. Meanwhile, 43,214 people have recovered completely after previ-
ously being infected with the virus, while there are 9,983 people receiving 
treatment. 

 
Curfew 

Kuwait imposed a three-week partial curfew starting May 31 (from 6:00 pm 
to 6:00 am), as part of a five-phase plan for a gradual return to normal life, 
brought to a standstill by the novel coronavirus (COVID-19). The curfew hours 
were later reduced to start on 7:00 pm and end at 5:00 am, starting from June 
21, 2020. The first phase includes a total lockdown on Farwaniya, Khaitan, and 
Hawally, joining Mahboula and Jleeb Al-Shuyoukh which were put under lock-
down earlier. The lockdown ended in Hawally and Khaitan on June 21, 2020, 
and in Mahboula and Jleeb Al-Shuyoukh on July 9, 2020. Activities resumed in 
the first phase included home deliveries of restaurants, telecommunication 
companies, food retailers, companies’ transportation of employees, gas sta-
tions, private clinics and car workshops. 

Kuwait moved to the second phase starting from June 30, 2020. The second 
phase saw the curfew shortened to be between 8:00 pm and 5:00 am, while 
resuming work in the government and private sectors with the workforce being 
less than 30 percent, in addition to resumption of constructions, banking sec-
tor, pickups from restaurants, as well as reopening of commercial complexes, 
malls, parks, and other places of leisure between 10:00 am and 06:00 pm. 

The third phase would see an end of curfew, and health authorities would be 
assessing situation of areas under lockdown. It would see increase of work-
force to less than 50 percent. Visits for social care homes would be allowed, 
reopening of hotels, resorts and hotel apartments. Taxis will be allowed to 
operate with only one passenger, and mosques would be allowed to perform 
Friday prayers. 

Phase four would see an increase in workforce, restaurants would be 
receiving customers but with restrictions, and public transportation resumed 
but with distancing. All activities would resume in phase five, government and 
private sector returned to normal, families could gather, weddings and gradua-
tion ceremonies, health clubs and gyms to reopen, as well as cinemas and the-
aters.  

Mosques in the so-called ‘model residential areas’ reopened their doors for 
worshippers on June 10 amid strict health precautionary measures. Minister of 
Justice and Islamic Affairs Mohammad Al-Afasi said that mosques in commer-
cial, markets and heavily-populated areas will remain closed for the time being. 
Worshippers must wear face masks, keep social distancing between queues 
and between worshippers must be strictly observed. Worshippers must bring 
their own mats so they do not get in contact with mosque carpets. Mosques 
will reopen five minutes before prayer time and close 10 minutes after prayer. 

Earlier, Kuwait imposed a total curfew from May 10 to May 30, allowing 
room for people to walk out for daily exercise between 4:30 pm to 6:30 pm, 
and to shop at co-ops and supermarkets once every six days during the cur-
few hours by making an appointment through www.moci.shop. Before that, 
Kuwait enforced a country-wide partial curfew from 5:00 pm to 6:00 am, 
which was later extended to start from 4:00 pm until 8:00 am during Ramadan, 
while allowing restaurants and food stores to make home deliveries from 5:00 
pm until 1:00 am. The government also locked down Mahboula and Jleeb Al-
Shuyoukh in a bid to contain the spread of the virus and enable health workers 
to test inhabitants. Earlier, the government decided to close all shopping malls, 
beauty salons and barber shops as part of its measures to prevent the spread 
of the coronavirus. The government also allowed supermarkets, restaurants and 
shops to host a maximum of five people at a time and in case there are lines, 
the distance must be at least one meter between people. The Ministry of 
Commerce launched a website (www.moci.shop) to enable people to book 
appointments to shop at co-operative societies in their areas. The Public 
Authority for Industry also announced that companies can apply to evacuate 
their workers from Jleeb Al-Shuyoukh and Mahboula. To do so, they must fill a 
‘workers evacuation form’ available on www.pai.gov.kw, and send the form via 
email to: Jasiri@moh.gov.kw. 

 
Precautions 

Kuwait halted all commercial flights until further notice, and has sent special 
flights to repatriate Kuwaitis back home from countries affected with the virus’ 
spread. Kuwait took all measures to test Kuwaitis repatriated from infected 
areas for potential infection. Kuwait had required all expatriates who arrived 
from travel on March 1 and beyond to visit Kuwait International Fairground 
where the Ministry of Health has set up a center to test people for possible 
infection. Meanwhile, the Cabinet announced on April 9 the operation of all air-
line flights for expats who are wishing to return back to their countries. 
Authorities also announced a public holiday in the country starting from March 
12, while entities providing vital services will remain open. Meanwhile, the 
Ministry of Education has suspended classes at all public and private schools 
(for both students and teaching staffs); first from March 1 to March 12, and later 
extended it until March 29, before eventually suspending schools until August 
for grade 12 and October for other stages. State departments have been on 
high alert to take precautions against the potential spread of the virus. The 
Ministry of Commerce and Industry has taken measures to make sure that 
facemasks, hand sanitizers and other goods remain accessible to the public. 

Kuwait suspended issuing entry permits and visas unless those issued 

through diplomatic missions. The Interior Ministry issued an amnesty allowing 
residency violators to leave the country between April 1 and April 30 without 
paying any fines or airfare with a chance to return to Kuwait later. The amnesty 
was issued in view of the circumstances the country is currently going through 
and as part of the precautionary measures taken to fight the novel coronavirus 
(COVID-19). During the amnesty period, individuals desiring to procure valid 
residencies in Kuwait and were willing to pay the fines without being subjected 
to investigations were allowed to pay the fines and legalize their status if they 
meet the required conditions.  

 
Hotlines 

The Ministry of Health has set the following hotlines to receive inquiries 
about the coronavirus 24/7: 24970967 - 96049698 - 99048619. 

The Education Ministry set the following hotlines to receive inquiries on 
school closures related to the anti-coronavirus measures: 

 
• 24970967 (24/7 hotline) 
• 51575591 (Capital Educational Zone) 
• 51576117 (Hawally Educational Zone) 
• 51576576 (Farwaniya Educational Zone) 
• 51577055 (Jahra Educational Zone) 
• 51577655 (Ahmadi Educational Zone) 
• 51577951 (Mubarak Al-Kabeer Educational Zone) 
• 51578171 (Religious Studies Department) 
• 51588599 (Private Education Department) 
• 51592515 (Services Department) 
• 51594544 (Public Relations Department) 
 

Medicine delivery 
Kuwait’s Ministry of Health (MOH) launched a new medicine delivery serv-

ice for people in Kuwait, which they can use to order medications to be deliv-
ered during curfew hours. The medications will be delivered within 72 hours 
after the order is submitted. To place an order, patients should send a 
WhatsApp to the numbers for the hospitals and medical centers as listed 
below. The patient should include their name, Civil ID number, hospital or clinic 
file number, mobile phone number and the medicine needed to the following 
numbers: 

Amiri Hospital: 50880699 
Mubarak Al-Kabeer Hospital: 50880755 
Farwaniya Hospital: 50880852 
Adan Hospital: 50880908 
Jahra Hospital: 50881066 
Sabah Hospital: 97632660 
Jaber Hospital: 96992079 
Ibn Sina Hospital: 99613948 
Chest Hospital: 99258749 
Razi Hospital: 97633487 
Kuwait Cancer Control Center: 96735242 
Psychiatric Hospital: 97350113 
Physiotherapy Hospital: 99824037 
Maternity Hospital: 98559531 
As’ad Al-Hamad Dermatology Center: 98514508 
Zain Hospital: 97552031 
NBK Hospital: 96931761 
Al-Rashed Allergy Hospital: 94162470 
Infectious Diseases Hospital: 96989164 
Palliative Care Hospital: 94024786 
Sabah Al-Ahmad Urology Center: 90952469 
KFH Addiction Treatment Center: 94169363 
 
Meanwhile, all licensed pharmacies in Kuwait delivering medicine are 

allowed to continue their services 24 hours a day. The Ministry of Health is also 
asking doctors and nurses affiliated with the private medical sector to volun-
teer in order to contribute to the fight against the virus. Volunteering is avail-
able through the link: http://volunteering.q8-ehealth.com. The ministry had 
closed all private clinics and medical centers effective March 22, 2020 until fur-
ther notice. 

 
Mental health assistance 

The Kuwait Psychological Association (KPA) is providing consultation 
through the phone for people suffering from the psychological impacts of 
coronavirus. Different doctors are working on the hotline in different timings as 
follows: 

Dr Rashed Al-Sahl: on Monday and Wednesday 10:00 am - 1:00 pm. Call 
9797-6168. 

Dr Fahad Al-Tasha: daily from 8:00 pm - 12:00 am. Call 9904-8258. 
Dr Othman Al-Asfour: daily 5:00 pm - 8:00 pm. Call 9938-5350. 
Dr Mohammed Al-Khaldi (head of this team): daily 9:00 am - 12:00 pm. Call 

9903-6470. 
Dr Ahmad Al-Khaldi: daily 6:00 pm - 9:00 pm. Call 9910-7965. 
Dr Muneera Al-Qattan: Monday and Wednesday 9:00 am - 1:00 pm. Call 

9953-3108. 
Dr Zainab Al-Saffar: Sunday and Thursday 7:00 pm - 9:00 pm. Call 9954-

9908. 
Dr Sameera Al-Kandari: Tuesday 9:00 pm - 12:00 am. Call 6770-9434. 
Dr Kawthar Al-Yaqout: Monday and Wednesday 6:00 pm - 9:00 pm. Call 

5521-0088. 
For information and other concerns, call 9401-4283.



News in brief
Condolences to UAE

KUWAIT: His Highness the Amir Sheikh
Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah sent
Thursday a cable of condolence to UAE
President Sheikh Khalifa Bin Zayed Al-Nahyan
and to Dr Sheikh Sultan Bin Mohammad Al-
Qasemi, UAE’s Supreme Council Member and
Ruler of Sharjah. In the cable, His Highness
expressed sincere sympathy for the passing
away of Sheikh Ahmad Bin Sultan Al-Qasemi;
Sharjah’s deputy ruler. His Highness the Amir
prayed to the Almighty Allah to bless the
deceased with mercy and inspire his family
patience and solace. His Highness the Crown
Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-
Sabah and His Highness the Prime Minister
Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah
sent cables of similar sentiment. 

Eighteen flights

KUWAIT: The Directorate General of Civil
Aviation (DGCA) announced that 18 flights
were scheduled to depart from Kuwait
International Airport yesterday, carrying a
total of 3,530 passengers. They included seven
flights to India, four flights to Egypt, two
flights to the UAE, one flight to Qatar, one
flight to Pakistan, one flight to Lebanon, one
flight to Nepal, and one flight to Bangladesh. 

Tested positive 

KUWAIT: The Ministry of Social Affairs
announced that the director of the Research
and Statistics Department at the ministry’s
building in the Ministries Complex tested posi-
tive for COVID-19. The ministry took all pre-
cautions in accordance with health regulations,
it said.

Fake news

KUWAIT: The Public Authority for Civil
Information (PACI) denied news posted on
social media claiming that it set fees for a
potential civil ID delivery service. The project
is still in the tendering phase, PACI explained. 

Beggars arrested

KUWAIT: Police arrested three Arab women
who were caught begging with a child in-front
of a co-op in Shuwaikh, the Interior Ministry
announced. Their driver was arrested too, it
added. 

New digital services

KUWAIT: Minister of Information and
Minister of State for Youth Affairs Mohammad
Al-Jabri inaugurated on Thursday electronic
services for advertisement application at
Kuwait Television and Radio as well for issuing
licenses in sectors such as the press and publi-
cations. These new services are being provid-
ed in line with the Government program to
digitize work tasks to save time and relieve
applicants of physical show-up, Minister Jabri
said. He expressed gratitude to the commission
tasked with digital transformation noting its
members’ sincere efforts that made this
national project successful. 
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KUWAIT: Zain, the leading digital service
provider in Kuwait, awarded the two winning
teams of the ‘Most Innovative Product/Service’
category for university and high school students at
the 14th annual INJAZ Company Program
Competition 2020. The competition was held
online by INJAZ Kuwait with the participation of
over 50 students from across Kuwait’s high
schools and universities. 

This year’s competition came as a fully online
program in line with the health guidelines to pre-
vent the spread of COVID-19. The judging panel,

which consisted of businesspeople and private
sector executives, reviewed student presentations
through video conferencing tools. Zain awarded
the two winning teams of the ‘Most Innovative
Product/Service’ category, which the company
sponsors annually for both university and high
school students. This year’s winners are SAYARTI
team for the universities category, and Tri-Fil team
for the high schools category. 

Zain’s annual participation in this competition
comes in line with the company’s strategic part-
nership as an Innovation Partner with INJAZ
Kuwait , and in l ine with its Corporate
Sustainability and Innovation strategy, which aims
at contributing to the development of the youth
and education sectors. 

Every year, INJAZ’s ‘Company Program’ compe-
tition aims at encouraging students, from across
Kuwait’s universities and high schools, to come for-
ward with their innovative ideas and print positive
change within the community. The competition
includes a number of phases, and educates stu-

dents to make use of business opportunities, launch
products, create an added value, becoming young
entrepreneurs, and other business essentials. 

Zain continues its strategic partnership with
INJAZ, through which the company seeks to sup-
port and inspire youth from across Kuwait’s uni-
versities and schools. Through their partnership,
Zain and INJAZ organize a number of educational
initiatives all year long to foster the energies of
Kuwait’s youth and support them to further devel-
op and prosper. 

INJAZ Kuwait was founded in 2005, as a non-
profit, non-governmental organization, driven by

Kuwait’s private sector. Through strategic partner-
ships with Kuwait’s business and education sec-
tors, and with the help of qualified and dedicated
volunteers, INJAZ delivers educational programs
on entrepreneurial and leadership skills aimed at
inspiring and educating future generations. INJAZ
Kuwait is operated by INJAZ Al-Arab.

Since 2005, INJAZ-Kuwait reached over
70,000 students through over 6000 volunteers at
over 200 schools and universities in Kuwait to
provide students with knowledge and experience
that will assist them in their personal and career
development.

‘Most Innovative’
teams awarded

Held online by INJAZ with participation of over 50 students 

Zain awards most innovative teams
in ‘Company Program’ competition

KRCS distributes
face masks at
Evangelical Church
KUWAIT: Kuwait’s
Red Crescent Society
(KRCS) on Thursday
distributed face masks
and fumigate to wor-
shipers at the National
Evangelical Church in
Kuwait as a precaution
to help counter
COVID-19. In a state-
ment to the press,
Pastor Emmanuel
Ghareeb affirmed the
support of the National
Evangelical Church for
the state’s officials and civil efforts to combat the
pandemic. This urgent circumstance requires public
and private institutions’ cooperation to provide the
needs and supplies that help combat the contagion,
Pastor Ghareeb added. He appreciated KRCS’s col-
lective role in serving the country and the whole
world. Meanwhile, Khaled Al-Zaid, Director of

Public Relations and Information at KRCS, said that
the society continues its communal initiative in dis-
tributing face masks and brochures in the Church
to spread awareness and help fight COVID-19.

Since the beginning of the crisis, KRCS has distrib-
uted health supplies in mosques, churches and state
institutions to protect citizens and residents from
the disease. — KUNA

Mask-clad worshippers, adequately distanced from each other, sing together a prayer song during a service
at the National Evangelical Church. — Photos by Yasser Al-Zayyat

Pastor Emmanuel Ghareeb
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British Council reopens 
IELTS testing in Kuwait
KUWAIT: The British Council has reopened its IELTS
testing centers in Kuwait from 9 July 2020. This follows
local health authority and government guidance and will
see the testing centers adhere to a number of health and
safety precautions to protect both staff and candidates.

Test takers and staff may not attend the test if they
are under a quarantine, self-quarantine, stay-at-home or
medical surveillance order, as specified by the Kuwait
Government. They will also not be able to attend if they
have a high temperature, persistent cough, difficulty
breathing or other flu-like symptoms. Precautionary
measures in place include temperature screening at the
test venue, ensuring staff and test takers stay two
meters apart, and the use of face masks and gloves,
which must be worn by both staff and candidates.

Speaking ahead of the reopening, Michal Gordon,
Country Director of British Council Kuwait said: “Our
top priority is the health and safety of both our candi-
dates and staff, and we’ve adjusted our operations in
Kuwait to exceed the recommended government
guidelines.  “We have carried out an intensive risk

assessment and have considered how social distancing
measures can be adhered to, ensuring there is addi-
tional cleaning and hygiene facilities in place to mini-
mize the risk of contamination. These precautions will
be continuously kept under review and we will remain
vigilant to the developing Coronavirus situation.

“I am delighted that we are once again able to offer
English language certification via IELTS.  Computer
Delivered IELTS testing will take place at the British
Council office in Mansouriya for now with strict adher-
ence to social distancing guidelines. This together with
the reopening of the UK Visa Application Centre means
that students wishing to study in the UK can now con-
tinue their learning journey. Our English language sum-
mer courses are in progress now, and our learners have
discovered the benefits of joining classes from home.”

Candidates can access Road to IELTS -  British
Council’s most popular online preparation course -
which provides  advice and tutorials, 100 interactive
activities and two practice tests for each of the four skills
- Listening, Reading, Writing and Speaking.  For those
looking to complete their Computer Delivered IELTS
test online, they can also try out the free online IELTS
familiarisation test ahead of the real examination. For
candidates wishing to book their IELTS test in Kuwait or
find out more information please visit the British Council
website: https://www.britishcouncil.com.kw/en.

Kuwaiti, Saudi
mull partitioned
zone operations
KUWAIT: Representatives of Kuwait Gulf Oil
Company (KGOC) and Saudi Arabian Chevron held a
virtual meeting on Thursday to discuss the production
rates of the onshore Wafra Oilfield in the Partitioned
Zone (PZ). Both sides reviewed the implementation of
instructions of the ministries of oil of both countries in
the light of the relevant memorandum of understanding
(MoU), KGOC said in a statement. KGOC delegation
to the meeting was led by the company’s Acting CEO
Abdullah Ali Al-Sumaiti while Haim Al-Roweily led the
Saudi Arabian Chevron side.

The meeting was part of the constant follow-up of
Wafra PZ operations which led to the exportation of

the first oil shipment from the zone on Tuesday,
according to the statement. Both sides renewed com-
mitment to the provisions of the MoU and the append-
ed agreement on the PZ signed on December 24, 2019.
They explored ways to protect the local environment,
including how to reduce gas flare and make better use
of associated petroleum gas, as per the environment
protection rules effective in the State of Kuwait. They
also discussed the partnership in the development of
Al-Zour area, Kuwait, with regard to the MoU on the
takeovers of facilities in the area in collaboration with
world-renowned consultancies.

Sumaiti said the meeting coincided with both compa-
nies’ celebrating the success of the exportation of the
first oil shipment from Wafra PZ. KGOC, founded in
2002 as a subsidiary of Kuwait Petroleum Corporation
(KPC), is in charge of the management of Kuwait quota
of the hydrocarbon resources of Wafra PZ, he noted. The
Divided Zone Agreement between the State of Kuwait
and the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia entered into force,
after being approved, along with the MoU, by Kuwait’s
National Assembly on January 21, 2020. — KUNA

KUWAIT: The Friday Market was closed shortly after reopening Friday due to the lack of health requirements,
social distancing and health protection measures to prevent the spread of the novel coronavirus (COVID-19),
Kuwait Municipality Director Ahmad Al-Manfouhi said. There is currently no timetable for reopening the pop-
ular market which has been closed for around three months. — Photo by Fouad Al-Shaikh

By Li Minggang, Ambassador of the People’s
Republic of China to the State of Kuwait

From 7th to 10th
July 2018, at the
invitation of

Chinese President Xi
Jinping, His Highness
the Amir Sheikh Sabah
Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-
Sabah paid a success-
ful state visit to China.
During the visit , the
two heads of state
agreed to establish a
strategic partnership
between the two coun-
tries to open a new chapter of China-Kuwait
relationship.

Over the past two years since the establish-
ment of China-Kuwait strategic partnership,
bilateral cooperation in various domains has
grown in depth with fruitful and satisfactory
results. China and Kuwait have seen ever-deep-
er political mutual trust and more frequent high-
level exchanges, and have been mutually sup-
portive in issues of our respective core interests
and maintained close collaborations at the
United Nations in the international arena. Both
sides have jointly implemented the consensus
reached by the two heads of state, and success-
fully held the first meeting on China-Kuwait
Bilateral Cooperation Mechanism for
Implementation, the first meeting of the Silk City
and Five Islands Construction Joint Steering
Committee, and the Sixth Session of China-
Kuwait Joint Economic and Trade Commission.
Cooperation on 5G technology between China
and Kuwait has become a pioneer and front-
runner at the regional level, and Chinese compa-
nies in Kuwait have been actively involved in
development of Kuwait’s projects in the sectors
of energy, housing, infrastructure and others. 

The Kuwait Investment Authority (KIA)
becomes the first foreign investor in China’s
high-speed network. The past two years have
seen not only the steady growth in bilateral
trade, but also the increasingly close people-to-

people exchanges featured with diversified cul-
tural events and dynamic exchanges at the sub-
national level, which is conducive to deepening
mutual understanding and friendship between
our two peoples.

This year has witnessed the ever-stronger
China-Kuwait strategic partnership and mutual
beneficial cooperation in our joint fight against
COVID-19. China and Kuwait have stood firmly
together and demonstrated solidarity and part-
nership through mutual support in the face of

the crisis, which is a vivid example of how we
pursue our shared future. President Xi Jinping
and His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah
exchanged letters to express solidarity and sup-
port for each other. During the critical moments
in China’s battle against the epidemic, Kuwait
extended a helping hand and donated medical
supplies to China, and in return, China has pro-
vided necessary facilitation to Kuwait in procur-
ing medical supplies from China. Furthermore,
China dispatched a medical expert team to aid
Kuwait’s COVID-19 response efforts, and invit-
ed officials and medical experts of the Kuwaiti
Ministry of Health and the Kuwaiti Army to
attend several video conferences held by the
Chinese side to discuss COVID-19 response and
exchange experience. Chinese companies and
the Chinese community in Kuwait actively
donated medical supplies to our Kuwaiti friends. 

Despite difficulties, some Chinese companies
even handed over their staff quarters to the
Kuwaiti side to be transformed into quarantine
sites in order to support Kuwait’s fight against
COVID-19. All these instances speak volumes

about the determination of our two countries
and peoples to uphold the vision of a community
with a shared future for mankind and work hand
in hand to combat the epidemic.

These impressive examples, embodying the
mutual support between China and Kuwait dur-
ing the COVID-19 epidemic, have demonstrated
once again that the profound China-Kuwait
friendship has withstood the test of time and will
be always full of vitality. This is the inexhaustible
source of strength and driving force for devel-
oping a sustained and in-depth China-Kuwait
strategic partnership. Looking forward, given
the huge potential for cooperation between
China and Kuwait in all fields, we have full confi-
dence in fostering China-Kuwait relationship to
a new level.

We need to uphold the high-level guidance
and enhance strategic coordination. China
stands ready to work closely with Kuwait to
firmly implement the important consensus
reached by the leaders of both countries, and
give full play to the leading role of high-level
exchanges in promoting bilateral relations. We
commit to maintain regular consultations and
coordination on bilateral relations and interna-
tional and regional issues of common interest,
consistently broaden the consensus, cement and
deepen political mutual trust, and increase
mutual understanding to and support each other
on issues relating to our respective core inter-
ests and major concerns on a continual basis.

We need to pursue greater solidarity and
cooperation to triumph over non-traditional
security threats. In the era of economic global-
ization, traditional and non-traditional security
threats are intertwined. In the shadow of the
unprecedented challenge of the COVID-19 pan-
demic, China and Kuwait should proactively step
up strategic cooperation, join hands to tackle
the epidemic, and firmly support each other.
China is poised to further boost public health
cooperation with Kuwait, share our experience
in epidemic prevention and control and clinical
diagnosis and treatment, strengthen cooperation
in vaccine research and development, and make
joint efforts in building a China-Kuwait commu-
nity of common health.

We need to fully tap the potentials to expand
bilateral pragmatic cooperation in all fields.
China and Kuwait are natural partners in the Belt
and Road cooperation. China stands ready to
work with Kuwait on the effective alignment the
Belt and Road Initiative with Kuwait Vision
2035, continue its ongoing active engagement in
the development of Kuwait’s Northern
Economic Zone and other major projects, con-
tribute to Kuwait’s efforts toward diversified
economic development, and set new standards
for bilateral strategic cooperation. China
remains dedicated to standing with Kuwait to
scale up bilateral cooperation covering energy,
infrastructure, finance, trade and investment,
actively foster economic recovery, unleash the
potential for development, and make collective
efforts to uphold and preserve multilateralism
and free trade.

We need to enhance greater cultural
exchanges and forge closer people-to-people
ties. China is ready to strengthen closer com-
munication and coordination with Kuwait to
achieve the early implementation of visa facili-
tation measures with an aim to encourage
more mutual exchanges and visits, increase
exchanges and cooperation between our think
tanks, youth, media and other sectors, and
develop closer bilateral cultural and tourism
ties. We will exert efforts towards the estab-
l ishment of the China Cultural  Center in
Kuwait, which would be the first of its kind in
the Gulf region, in order to build a bridge of
better understanding and genuine communica-
tion between our two peoples.

China and Kuwait are good friends sharing
mutual trust as well as invaluable partners for
sincere cooperation. Next year will mark the
50th anniversary of the establishment of diplo-
matic relations between China and Kuwait. We
are keen and ready to work in concert with our
Kuwaiti counterparts to bring the China-Kuwait
strategic partnership to new heights that yields
more benefits for our two countries and peoples,
lend new impetus to the promotion of regional
peace and development, and impart the new
momentum to forging a China-Arab community
with a shared future.

Working together to bring China-Kuwait
strategic partnership to new level

On the occasion of the second anniversary of the establishment of China-Kuwait strategic partnership

China, Kuwait
together

against
COVID-19

Ambassador Li Minggang



GENEVA: A two-member advance team of World
Health Organization (WHO) experts has left for China
to organize an investigation into the origins of the
novel coronavirus behind a pandemic that has killed
more than 550,000 people globally, the UN agency
said on Friday. The virus is believed to have emerged
in a wholesale market in the central Chinese city of
Wuhan late last year after jumping the species barri-
er from the animal kingdom to infect humans.

The two WHO experts, specialists in animal health
and epidemiology, will work with Chinese scientists
to determine the scope and itinerary of the investiga-
tion, WHO spokeswoman Margaret Harris said,
declining to name them. “We know it’s very, very
similar to the virus in the bat, but did it go through an
intermediate species? This is a question we all need
answered,” Harris told a news briefing. WHO direc-
tor-general Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus later told
a news conference: “Two WHO experts are currently
en route to China to meet with fellow scientists and
learn about the progress made in understanding the
animal reservoir for COVID-19 and how the disease
jumped between animals and humans.”

He added, “This will help lay the groundwork for
the WHO-led international mission into the origins.”
COVID-19 is the respiratory disease caused by the
virus. The United States, the WHO’s largest WHO
donor, this week notified the agency that it was with-
drawing in a year’s time after accusing it of being too
close to China and not doing enough to question
Beijing’s actions at the start of the crisis. “We view the
scientific investigation as a necessary step to having a
complete and transparent understanding of how this
virus has spread throughout the world,” Andrew
Bremberg, U.S. ambassador to the United Nations in
Geneva, said in a statement to Reuters. 

Meanwhile, the World Health Organization has
urged countries grappling with coronavirus to step
up control measures, saying it is still possible to rein it
in, as some nations clamp fresh restrictions on citi-
zens. With case numbers worldwide more than dou-
bling in the past six weeks, Uzbekistan on Friday
returned to lockdown and Hong Kong said schools
would close from Monday after the city recorded
“exponential growth” in locally transmitted infections.

WHO chief Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus called
on countries to adopt an aggressive approach,
highlighting Italy, Spain, South Korea and India’s
biggest slum to show it was possible to stop the
spread, no matter how bad the outbreak. The health
agency’s comments came as US President Donald
Trump was forced to cancel an election rally in
New Hampshire, citing an approaching storm.
Trump has pushed to hold large gatherings against
health advice as epidemiologists warn of the dan-
gers posed by the virus moving through the air in
crowded and confined spaces.

Lashing out at China 
On a visit to Florida on Friday, Trump hit out at

Beijing over the pandemic. “(The) relationship with
China has been severely damaged. They could have
stopped the plague.... They didn’t stop it,” he told
reporters. The virus has killed at least 556,140 peo-
ple worldwide since it emerged in China last
December. More than 12.3 million cases have been
registered in 196 countries and territories, triggering
massive economic damage. The United States, the
country worst hit by the illness, reported almost
64,000 new cases Friday and the death toll now
stands at just under 134,000, according to Johns
Hopkins University.

Brazil, the second-hardest hit, surpassed 70,000
deaths and reported 45,000 new infections, the
health ministry said. In Uzbekistan, citizens were
from Friday facing lockdown restrictions again that
were originally imposed in March but lifted gradually
over the past two months. The Central Asian coun-
try’s return to confinement followed a decision by
Australia to lock down its second-biggest city
Melbourne from Thursday. A police officer manning a
checkpoint on the outskirts of the former Soviet
republic’s capital said only drivers with “a good rea-
son” to enter Tashkent-such as delivering food or
other vital supplies-could pass. Restaurants, gyms,
swimming pools and non-food markets have all shut

their doors until at least August 1.
Private transport within cities will be limited to

morning and early evening journeys and essential pur-
poses such as travelling to work and purchasing food
or medicine. In Hong Kong, the spike marks a setback
for the city after daily life had largely returned to nor-
mal with restaurants and bars resuming regular busi-
ness and cultural attractions reopening. Despite being
right next to mainland China where the virus first
emerged, the city had managed to quash local trans-
mission in recent months. But new clusters have started
to emerge since Tuesday, including at an elderly care
home that reported at least 32 cases and a housing
estate with 11. — Agencies 

WHO probes into coronavirus origin

International
Bangladeshi 
coronavirus sufferers
shun hospitalsLebanon ‘spiraling out of control’: UN rights chief warns
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NEW DELHI: Health workers wearing protective gear carry the dead body of a victim, who died from the COVID-19 coronavirus, before the burial at a graveyard in New Delhi. — AFP 

WHO urges aggressive virus measures as flare-ups spark new closures

BOGOTA: Aerial view of funeral parlor workers transporting the coffin of a COVID-19 victim to be cremated at
Serafin cemetery in Bogota. - AFP 

Erdogan turned iconic
museum into mosque
to widen support
ISTANBUL: Converting Istanbul’s Byzantine-era
cathedral Hagia Sophia back into a mosque will
allow Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan to
expand his Islamic and nationalist base and divide
the opposition, experts say. But the move will
heighten tensions between the West and Turkey’s
veteran leaderErdogan, who has been grappling
with an economic crisis and regional conflicts in
several nearby countries, they say.

Critics accuse Erdogan of undermining the secu-
lar credentials laid down by Kemal Ataturk-the
founder of modern Turkey.   Founded 1,500 years
ago as a cathedral, the Ottomans made Hagia
Sophia a mosque but it was turned into a museum in
1934 and is a UNESCO World Heritage Site.
Erdogan, who has in the past repeatedly called for
the stunning building to be renamed as a mosque,
signed a presidential decree on Friday, handing over
Hagia Sophia to Turkey’s religious affairs direc-
torate for reopening to Muslim worship. 

Despite its secular status as a museum, Islamic
rituals have been performed in the complex on sev-
eral occasions, including lavish celebrations to mark
Istanbul’s conquest by the Ottomans, since
Erdogan’s Justice and Development Party (AKP)
came to power in 2002. “Hagia Sophia’s museum
status was seen by many who support Erdogan’s

government as a dispossession,” said Jean Marcou,
associate researcher at the French Institute for
Anatolian Studies.  “Erdogan intends to reaffirm
Turkey’s power and Muslim identity with this
approach seen in many ways national as much as
religious,” he said.

Converted for the first time into a mosque after
the conquest of Constantinople by the Ottomans in
1453, the Hagia Sophia is one of Istanbul’s most vis-
ited tourist attractions. Ozgur Unluhisarcikli, Ankara
director of the German Marshall Fund, said the
move would win hearts and minds as the majority of
the Turkish public “would favour such a decision for
religious or nationalist sentiments”. “This is a
debate president Erdogan cannot lose and the
opposition cannot win. As a matter of fact, this issue
also has the potential to disunite the opposition
parties,” he told AFP.

‘Scoring points’ 
The traditional voters of the secular Republican

People’s Party (CHP) are not too interested in the
Ottoman past, said Unluhisarcikli. “(But) they are
very sovereignty conscious and some of them could
support the decision just because others are telling
Turkey it cannot do this,” he said. Turkey’s fellow
NATO members-the US and Greece-as well as
Russia, have warned Ankara against reopening the
Hagia Sophia to Muslim worship.  “The decision is
intended to score points with Erdogan’s pious and
nationalist constituents,” said Anthony Skinner of
the risk assessment firm Verisk Maplecroft. “Hagia
Sophia is arguably the most conspicuous symbol of
Turkey’s Ottoman past-one which Erdogan is lever-
aging to strengthen his base while snubbing domes-
tic and foreign rivals,” he said.  — AFP 

Trump commutes
prison sentence 
of ‘ally’ Stone
WASHINGTON: President Donald Trump on
Friday commuted the prison sentence of his long-
time ally Roger Stone, shielding the veteran
Republican operative from 40 months behind bars.
“Roger Stone is now a free man!” the White House
said in a statement, days before he was to report to
a federal prison to start serving his term.  Trump’s
action immediately brought new charges that the
president intervenes freely in the US justice system
to help friends and allies and punish critics and
perceived enemies.

Stone, one of Trump’s oldest confidants, was
convicted last November of lying to Congress, tam-
pering with a witness and obstructing the House
investigation into whether the Trump campaign
conspired with Russia to help him win the 2016
election. The fiery White House statement reiterated
Trump’s charge that Special Counsel Robert
Mueller investigated an alleged crime that was nev-
er committed. It argued that Stone should therefore
never have been charged in the first place.

“The simple fact is that if the Special Counsel
had not been pursuing an absolutely baseless
investigation, Mr Stone would not be facing time in
prison,” it said. In a statement to US media, Stone’s
lawyer Grant Smith said his client was “incredibly
honored that President Trump used his awesome

and unique power under the Constitution of the
United States for this act of mercy.” 

The Trump administration had already inter-
vened once to help Stone. After prosecutors rec-
ommended a prison term of seven to nine years,
Attorney General Bill Barr, who has been accused
of acting like Trump’s personal lawyer, stepped in
and called that excessive. All four prosecutors han-
dling the case quit it and a newly appointed prose-
cutor recommended a prison term of three to four
years for Stone. Stone was the sixth aide of Trump-
who was impeached last year for abusing his pow-
er-to be convicted of charges arising from
Mueller’s probe into Russian election interference.

‘Two systems of justice’ 
Critics responded quickly and angrily after

Trump commuted Stone’s sentence.
Representative Adam Schiff, the Democrat who
led the impeachment drive against Trump, put it
bluntly: “With Trump there are now two systems
of justice in America: One for Trump’s criminal
friends and one for everyone else.” Top Senate
Democrat Chuck Schumer slammed “a lawless
president who regards the Justice Department as
his personal plaything” while others blamed
Republicans’ tolerance of Trump’s behavior in
leading to what they called a breakdown in the
justice system and rule of law.

Barr has been berated for his department’s deci-
sion to drop the case against Trump’s first national
security advisor, Michael Flynn, who pleaded guilty
in 2017 to lying about his Russia contacts to the
FBI. Last month the administration forced out
Geoffrey Berman, a New York prosecutor known
for probing allies of Trump.  — AFP 
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News in brief

35 troops killed in Nigeria 

KANO: The death toll from a jihadist attack on a
military convoy in northeast Nigeria has risen
from 23 to 35, while 30 troops are still missing,
security sources said. Fighters linked to the so-
called Islamic State group ambushed the convoy
on Tuesday at Bulabulin village, about 40 kilo-
meters from Maiduguri, the capital of Borno
state. Twenty-three soldiers were initially
thought to have been killed in Tuesday’s attack,
and many were listed as missing. But security
sources said more bodies had now been found in
nearby bush. “We lost 35 soldiers from the
ambush. Eighteen others were injured while 30
are still missing. Their fate is not known,” a secu-
rity source told AFP. “More bodies were recov-
ered in the bush by rescue teams which led to a
rise in the deaths,” he said. Another source con-
firmed the new toll.  — AFP 

Floods, landslides kill 23 

KATHMANDU: Heavy rains triggered flash
floods and landslides that killed at least 23 people
and displaced thousands in western Nepal, offi-
cials said yesterday. Nine people were killed and
more than 30 were missing in Myagdi district,
200 km northwest of the capital Kathmandu,
where several houses were destroyed on Friday,
district administrator Gyan Nath Dhakal said.
“The toll is expected to increase as rescuers had
just reached the remote site to look for victims,”
Dhakal said, adding that 50 people had been
plucked to safety using helicopters. In neighbor-
ing Kaski district, seven people were killed, said a
second government official in the tourist town of
Pokhara. Another seven were killed in Jajarkot
district in the far west. “We are searching for
eight people who are still missing,” said Kishore
Shrestha, a senior police official. In the southern
plains bordering India, the Koshi river, which
causes deadly floods in the eastern Indian state of
Bihar almost every year, was flowing above the
danger level, police said. — Reuters

California to free 8,000 prisoners 

CALIFORNIA: California will release up to
8,000 inmates early from state prisons to slow
the spread of COVID-19 inside facilities, state
authorities said on Friday. Several California pris-
ons have suffered large coronavirus outbreaks
and the state corrections department said
inmates could be eligible for release by the end
of August. The release marks the biggest move
yet by California to “decompress” prison popula-
tions and reduce the risk of COVID-19 transmis-
sion by creating more space for social distancing
and quarantines. “These actions are taken to pro-
vide for the health and safety of the incarcerated
population and staff,” California Department of
Corrections and Rehabilitation Secretary Ralph
Diaz said in a statement. Prisoners with a year or
less left to serve will be eligible for release.
Among prisoners excluded from early release are
those convicted of violent felonies and sex
crimes, the department said. — Reuters

Bus driver dies after attack 

BAYONNE: A French bus driver who was badly
beaten by passengers after asking them to wear
face masks in line with coronavirus rules has
died, his family said, sparking tributes from politi-
cal leaders who condemned his “cowardly”
attackers. Philippe Monguillot, 59, was left brain
dead by the attack in the southwestern town of
Bayonne last weekend and died in hospital on
Friday, his daughter Marie said, after his family
decided to switch off his life-support system. “We
decided to let him go. The doctors were in favour
and we were as well,” she told AFP. — AFP

FANA: Boubou Sangare, his face blank, points at a
patch of ground beneath the entrance to an adobe
house. It was here that he discovered his brother
Bakary’s severed head, on the morning of June 10,
lying next to his body. The 40-year-old former soldier
had become the latest victim in a spate of unsolved
grisly murders that have plagued the remote town of
Fana, in southern Mali, since 2018. Police arrived on
the scene 40 minutes after Boubou Sangare found his
brother’s mutilated remains and cordoned off the
area. Officers found an iron bar at the scene, and
drops of blood leading behind the house and to
motorcycle tyre tracks in the dirt. But police investi-
gators remain bewildered by the killings. The murder
spree in Fana, a town of some 36,000 people, is all
the more unusual for occurring in an area far from the
violent hotspots in the vast West African country.

Slaughtered children 
Mali, a poor Sahel nation of some 19 million peo-

ple, has been struggling to contain a jihadist uprising
that first emerged in the north in 2012, before spread-
ing to the centre of the country, claiming thousands
of lives. But Mali’s south has been relatively spared.
And Fana is an unremarkable market town in a sleepy
cotton-growing region, whose outer districts melt
into lush green bush. The murders appear to follow
the same script.  Victims are likely decapitated with a
knife or axe, investigators say. 

Then dead bodies are usually found in the morn-
ing, without a pool of blood around them-suggesting

that the killers collected the blood. Traditional chief
Adama Traore, sitting in his home surrounded by eld-
ers, was at a loss. “Only God knows, we can’t point to
anyone,” he said of the perpetrators. Locals wonder
whether Fana is under a curse. According to police
investigators, the beheading victims often live in iso-
lated areas and have few social ties. Six out of eight
victims were from one neighborhood in Fana, called
Badialan, which skirts the bush. But otherwise, a pat-
tern has been difficult to establish. Victims have
included a housewife, a phone-mast assistant, a five-
year-old albino child and a two-year-old girl.

Ritual killings? 
Investigators have ruled out revenge as a motive,

as well as money disputes. Boubacar Diarra, the lead
investigator, said that although there is no solid proof
that the murders are ritual killings, the motive is a
“working hypothesis”. Police have detained 11 men
since 2018 - on charges which Diarra would not
divulge-yet the beheadings have continued. Fana
inhabitants are losing patience. Diarra added that
investigators do not have access to modern equip-
ment such as video surveillance cameras. “We can’t
be expected to investigate at the same pace as else-
where in the world,” he said, while adding that he was
confident investigators would crack the case. But first,
residents must overcome their fear of reprisals and
talk to the police. An official close to the investiga-
tion, who declined to be named, said that many “are
afraid of being killed if they denounce someone”.

‘Human abattoir’ 
Facing a deepening mystery, investigators are

pursuing all possible leads. But Traore, the tradi-
tional chief, is pessimistic about their chances of
success. He was among the townspeople that
demanded a police station in Fana after the first
few murders, which triggered protests and loot-
ing. A police station was duly opened in Fana last
year, adding to the national guardsmen and gen-
darmes already present. 

“Nothing worked and it continues,” the elderly
man said, referring to the murders. One of the
elders sitting beside him, teacher Bakary
Bagayoko, suggested that poor street lighting
and a closed checkpoint at the town’s limits were
also insecurity-inducing problems to be solved.
“Fana has become a human abattoir,” he said.
“Everyone suspects everyone. When a family
member goes out on an errand, we ask ourselves:
Is he coming back?” — AFP 

A spate of unsolved grisly murders plagues southern Mali

Mystery beheadings spark 
fear in remote Mali town

Graves dug for
COVID-19 victims
spook S Africans
PRETORIA: South Africa authorities seek to calm
fears over coronavirus deaths after health officials
in the country’s most-populated province said they
were ready to bury more than a million people.
Excavators have this week sprung into action to dig
long rows of graves in cemeteries throughout
Gauteng, which includes the cities of Johannesburg
and the capital Pretoria, for possible mass burials.
After performing inspections of burial sites in
Pretoria, the provincial head of health, Bandile
Masuku, said Wednesday that Gauteng was prepar-
ing over 1.5 million graves. “All our municipalities
have been putting up capacity and acquiring more
in terms of the land that they’ll need for burial,”
Masuku said.

His announcement triggered a wave of anxiety in

the province, which has so far recorded 75,015
coronavirus cases and 478 deaths, overtaking the
Western Cape province as the epicentre of the
virus in South Africa. Nationally, 3,602 deaths have
been recorded to date. Authorities have since been
scrambling to ease public fears that the province
could see such an explosion in coronavirus-related

deaths. “The province does not have over a million
already open, dug graves,” the provincial health
department said in a statement released on
Thursday. “The (figure of) over a million graves
refers to the collective capacity municipalities can
take,” it said.

The health department said the government was
working to improve and increase both the health
system’s infrastructure and human resource capaci-
ty to deal with increasing pressure from the
COVID-19 pandemic.

“Government’s response to COVID-19 is
informed by the imperative to prevent infections
and SAVE lives,” the minister of cooperative gover-
nance, Nkosazana Dlamini-Zuma, tweeted.  “We are
NOT therefore expecting and preparing for 1 mil-
lion COVID-19 related deaths in the country.
#StaySafe”. Long contained by the strict lockdown
imposed in late March on South Africa’s 57 million
citizens, the tally of coronavirus contaminations and
deaths has begun to rocket.  More than 8,800 cases
and 100 deaths were recorded on Wednesday. With
more than 220,000 total infections and 3,600
deaths, South Africa is the most-affected country
on the continent. — AFP

Srebrenica massacre, 
25 years on, Muslims
still face Serb denial 
SREBRENICA: Relatives of the Bosnian Muslims
killed in the worst atrocity on European soil since
World War II marked 25 years since the Srebrenica
massacre yesterday, but for many Serbs the episode
remains a myth. “It’s not easy to live here next to
those who 25 years on deny that a genocide was
committed,” says Hamdija Fejzic, Srebrenica’s
Muslim deputy mayor.

For Bosnian Muslims, recognizing the scale of the
atrocity is a necessity for lasting peace. But for
most Serbs-leaders and laypeople in both Bosnia
and Serbia-using the word genocide remains unac-
ceptable. Bosnian Serb forces killed more than
8,000 Muslim men and boys in a few days after
capturing the ill-fated town on July 11, 1995. The
episode-labeled as genocide by two international
courts-came at the end of a 1992-1995 war between
Bosnia’s Croats, Muslims and Serbs that claimed
some 100,000 lives.

Bosnian Serb wartime military chief general
Ratko Mladic, still revered as a hero by many Serbs,
was sentenced to life in prison by a UN court in
2017 over war crimes including the Srebrenica
genocide. He is awaiting the decision on his appeal.
In the run-up to the anniversary, Serbian President
Aleksandar Vucic described Srebrenica as “some-
thing that we should not and cannot be proud of”,
but he has never publicly uttered the word “geno-

cide”. In July 2017, he said it was a “horrible crime”
but added that “between 80 and 90 percent of Serbs
do not think that a major crime was committed”. 

‘Build a myth’ 
Several thousand Serbs and Muslims live side by

side in impoverished Srebrenica, a lifeless town in
eastern Bosnia with just a few shops open in its
centre. Mayor Mladen Grujicic was elected in 2016
after a campaign based on genocide denial-he said
the number of victims was not “valid”. “I claim here
that the genocide was not committed,” Bosnian
Serb political leader Milorad Dodik told a rally of
support to Grujicic at the time. In 2019, during a
conference gathering mainly Serb historians and
aimed at “establishing the truth” about Srebrenica,
Dodik said it was a “myth”. “Every people need a
myth,” said Dodik. “Muslims didn’t have it and they
try to build a myth around Srebrenica.” Ethnic Serb
lawmakers in the Bosnian parliament have consis-
tently rejected bills that would ban genocide denial.

So far, the remains of nearly 6,900 victims have
been found and identified in more than 80 mass
graves. Most were buried at the memorial cemetery
in Potocari, a village just outside Srebrenica.
Yesterday, the remains of nine victims identified
over the past year were laid to rest by their families.
Deputy mayor Fejzic said denial of the genocide
was like the “last phase” of the atrocity itself, telling
AFP: “We are facing that every day.” 

For European Union enlargement commission-
er Oliver Varhelyi the Srebrenica genocide was
“still an open wound at the heart of Europe”.
“This part of European history must be upheld
against any attempt at denial and revisionism,” he
said this week. — AFP

PRETORIA: Photo shows a stick measuring the depth of
a newly dug grave at the Honingnestkrans cemetery, in
Pretoria, for victims of the COVID-19. — AFP 

Motorhomes come 
of age as Europe 
relaxes lockdowns
MADRID: After months of working on the frontline in
the battle against COVID-19, Spanish nurse Yone
Alberich was absolutely ready for a holiday, but the
question was how. Going on holiday generally meant
flying abroad-but with the virus still very much in the
air, she didn’t want to take a plane. Nor did Alberich
want to stay in a hotel or be around crowds of people.
So she and her husband rented a motorhome.

“The idea was to keep away from people to avoid
getting infected,” said the 32-year-old, who has a tod-
dler and lives in the Valencian coastal town of
Castellon. “And with COVID, what could be better
than travelling around with your house on your
back?” With social distancing now the new norm
across Europe to avoid any fresh outbreaks, there has
been a shift in thinking about holidays, with a recent
survey showing 90 percent of Spaniards would
remain in Spain rather than travelling abroad.

And 83 percent planned to use their own car over
public transport. Fabrizio Muzzati, who runs specialist
Spanish travel agency Aquiestoy Caravaning, said
many people who never thought about a motorhome
holiday are now considering it. “At a time when the
whole world is very much looking for a sense of secu-
rity, there are a lot of people who are going to give it
a go because of the circumstances.” And as travel
restrictions were eased, motorhome rentals resumed
“intensively”, the Spanish mobile home and camper-
van association ASEICAR said last month, suggesting
it may be “key to reviving tourism this summer”.

And it is not just in Spain. “Since the rollback,
there’s been a real craze for motorhomes, every-
where”, says FranÁois Feuillet, president of the
European Motorhome Federation (ECF). “The
motorhome means freedom, savings and being green.
Now we can add health and safety and for us, that’s a
real boon.” Across Europe, there has been growing
interest in the sector and today, there are five million
users and two million vehicles in circulation, industry
figures show. In Germany, Europe’s main market, more
than 10,000 new motorhomes were registered in May,
an increase of 32 percent year-on-year, while France
added 3,529 new registrations-up nearly two percent.
And in Spain, a much smaller market but where inter-
est is growing rapidly, there were 1,208 new vehicles
registered in June-up 20 percent on last year, ASE-
ICAR figures show. There has also been a jump in
demand in the rental market. Yescapa, a peer-to-peer
rental platform, registered more than 32,500 bookings
across Europe in June, with requests for July and
August 60 percent higher than in the same period last
year. Of that number, just under a third-or 9,435 -
were in Spain. — AFP

SREBRENICA: Photo shows caskets with the remains of 9 newly identified victims of the 1995 massacre
in Srebrenica in a deserted factory. — AFP 

FANA, Mali: Photo shows the place where the mur-
der of Bakary Sangare took place in the outskirts of
Fana. 

FANA: The family of Bakary Sangare is seen in a
courtyard in Fana. On June 10, 2020, the headless
body of Bakary Sangare, a former soldier, was
found. — AFP photos
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Iraqi MP dies of COVID-19 

BAGHDAD: Iraqi lawmaker Ghida Kambash died
Friday after contracting the novel coronavirus,
parliament announced, its first member to suc-
cumb to the virus as its spread ramps up across
the country. The 46-year-old was a three-time
MP from Baquba, northeast of Baghdad, and
helped pass laws on education reform and social
welfare.  She leaves behind four children. Last
month, parliament speaker Mohammed al-
Halbussi said up to 20 deputies were confirmed
to have been infected with COVID-19. In total,
Iraq’s health ministry has declared around
70,000 coronavirus cases, of whom nearly
3,000 have died and 40,000 recovered. After
seeing a relatively slow spread in the first five
months of 2020, cases spiked 600 percent in
June alone, according to the International
Rescue Committee.  — AFP 

Iran ordered to pay $879m 

WASHINGTON: A US judge has ordered Iran
to pay another $879.1 million over a 1996 bomb-
ing in Saudi Arabia that killed 19 US airmen, rul-
ing again that Tehran bore responsibility.
President Donald Trump’s administration hailed
the judgment, the latest over the attack against
Iran, which denies involvement and refuses to
pay. Saudi Hezbollah, a militant group from the
conservative Sunni kingdom’s Shiite minority,
allegedly carried out the attack by driving an
explosives-laden truck into the eight-story
Khobar Towers complex where Western and
Saudi forces were staying. Beryl Howell, the
chief judge of the US federal district court in
Washington, cited previous evidence as she
wrote that Iran “aided Hezbollah in carrying out
a horrific, violent attack that killed 19 people
and injured hundreds more.” — AFP 

Seoul mayor takes own life 

SEOUL: The mayor of Seoul, a contender to be
South Korea’s next president and a former
human rights lawyer, took his own life a day after
he was accused of sexual harassment, authorities
said Friday. Park Won-soon, whose body was
recovered on a mountain in the capital, is by far
the most high-profile politician to be implicated
in a harassment case in South Korea, a highly
patriarchal society where the #MeToo move-
ment has led to the fall of scores of prominent
men in multiple fields. Park offered a general
apology in a suicide note-handwritten with ink
and brush-found at his official residence and
released by city authorities. “I’m sorry to every-
one. I thank everyone who has been with me in
my life,” he wrote, asking to be cremated and his
ashes scattered at his parents’ graves. — AFP 

Mali protest turns violent

BAMAKO: Mali’s President Ibrahim Boubacar
Keita said he had launched an investigation into
violence committed during a mass anti-govern-
ment protest on Friday, which saw at least one
person killed and 20 wounded. Thousands ini-
tially rallied in the capital city Bamako to
demand that Keita resign over a long-running
jihadist conflict, economic woes and perceived
government corruption in the fragile West
African state. But the protest later descended
into violence-a rare occurrence in the capital-as
demonstrators blocked main thoroughfares,
attacked the parliament and stormed the prem-
ises of the state broadcaster. — AFP

SINGAPORE: Singapore’s ruling party, stung by its
worst ever election results, yesterday signaled a
possible delay to its meticulous succession plans,
and analysts foresaw other policy changes that
could affect the international business hub. The
People’s Action Party secured 83 of 93 parliamen-
tary seats in Friday’s election - a resounding win by
international standards - and its share of the popu-
lar vote dropped near a record low, while the oppo-
sition won an unprecedented 10 seats.

The results showed “a clear desire for a diversity
of voices,” Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong told an
early morning news conference. “Singaporeans
want the PAP to form the government but they, and
especially the younger voters, also want to see
more opposition presence in parliament.” Stability
and predictability define Singapore’s politics, domi-
nated by the PAP since independence in 1965,
proving crucial in developing the city-state into a
global finance hub and regional trading centre. But
analysts said the unexpected setback for Lee’s par-
ty likely means tighter rules on foreign employment
and other changes to social policies to assuage
concerns raised by opposition parties.

“Policymakers will have a tighter line to walk on
foreigners in the labour force and to double-up
efforts on the economic wellbeing of lower-income
groups,” said Song Seng Wun, an economist at
CIMB Private Banking. In 2011, when the PAP
polled a record low 60% of the popular vote, it
tightened international hiring rules to address vot-
ers’ sensitivities. Voters in Friday’s election had also
expressed concern about their job prospects and
whether their wealthy, small island needs so many
foreigners in top paid roles.

Next generation lacked ‘pull power’
The election results cast a pall over Lee’s plans

to seek a mandate for the next generation of leaders
as he prepared to step down. Analysts said the
strong Workers’ Party showing, which prompted
wild celebrations in the small hours of yesterday in
stronghold seats, could make Lee’s eventual han-

dover more contested. His designated successor,
Deputy Prime Minister Heng Swee Keat, scraped
through with 53% of the vote in his constituency in
the first real test of his popularity. 

“This was not a strong endorsement of the new
leaders,” said Bridget Welsh, honorary research
associate at the University of Nottingham Asia
Research Institute Malaysia. Heng, 59, “lacked
national pull power in the campaign,” as did many
other next-generation leaders, she said. The prime
minister, who took a gamble by calling the election
in the middle of the COVID-19 pandemic, said he
would now “see this crisis through,” a statement
analysts took to mean he may put his retirement
plans on hold. The 68-year-old son of Singapore’s
founding leader Lee Kuan Yew, who is only the

nation’s third premier since independence, had said
he was preparing to hand over the reins to a new
generation of leaders in coming years. With an over-
whelming parliamentary majority, the PAP rarely has
to court public opinion on policy or government
plans. Heng had been selected by his peers as a

future leader in a secretive process compared to
how cardinals pick a pope. The PAP’s setback
“reopens questions about who is next,” said Chong
Ja Ian political scientist and visiting scholar at the
Harvard-Yenching Institute. “No one knows for sure,
but these questions are sure to arise.” — Reuters

PAP wins big majority but opponents make record gains

Singapore ruling party, stung by poll 
setback, faces succession questions

Lebanon ‘spiraling 
out of control’: UN 
rights chief warns
GENEVA: Lebanon’s economic crisis is getting
out of hand, the UN rights chief warned Friday,
calling for urgent internal reforms coupled with
international support to prevent further mayhem.
Michelle Bachelet, the United Nations High
Commissioner for Human Rights, said the social
fabric of the country was at risk as vulnerable
populations are threatened with extreme poverty.

“This situation is fast spiraling out of control,
with many already destitute and facing starva-
tion as a direct result of this crisis,” she said in a
statement. “The alarm has been sounded, and we
must respond immediately before it is too late.”
For months, the Mediterranean country has
grappled with its worst economic crisis since
the 1975-1990 civil war. Tens of thousands have
lost their jobs or part of their salaries, while a
crippling dollar shortage has sparked spiralling
inflation.

Bachelet said an unemployment crisis would
propel poverty and indebtedness with “grave
implications” in a country with fragile social nets.
She said vulnerable Lebanese, along with 1.7 mil-
lion refugees, were increasingly unable to meet
their basic needs, as were 250,000 migrant
workers, many of whom have lost their jobs or
been left homeless. “Their situation will only get
worse as food and medical imports dry up,” the
former Chilean president said. “As we respond to
this pandemic and the socio-economic crisis, we
must include and protect everyone, regardless of
their migration or other status.”

‘Ease the pain’ 
Economic woes last year sparked mass

protests in Lebanon against a political class
deemed irretrievably corrupt. The Lebanese
pound, officially pegged at 1,507 pounds to the
greenback, reached more than 9,000 to the dol-
lar last week on the black market in a dizzying
devaluation. Prices have soared almost as fast as

the exchange rate has plummeted, meaning that a
salary of one million pounds is now worth a little
more than $100, compared with almost $700 last
year. After the country for the first time defaulted
on its sovereign debt in March, the government
pledged reforms and in May started talks with
the International Monetary Fund towards unlock-
ing billions of dollars in aid.

But after 16 meetings, negotiations between
Beirut and the IMF are deadlocked, while lead-
ers are reluctant to enact reforms. Bachelet
urged Lebanon’s political leaders to implement
the necessary structural changes, and prioritize
the provision of food, electricity, health and
education. The rights chief also called on the
international community to ramp up its help.
“Without strengthened social safety nets and
bolstered basic assistance to ease the pain
caused by required structural reform, vulnerable
Lebanese, migrant workers and refugees will be
pushed further into poverty and extreme pover-
ty,” she said. — AFP 

PM hints at
delays to

retirement
plans

In India-China 
crisis, an India-US
bonanza in view
WASHINGTON: A border clash has plunged ties
between India and China to their lowest point in
decades. But one beneficiary looks clear-the US-
India relationship. Experts say India could finally
end equivocation about openly aligning itself with
the long-eager United States, although there will
still be disagreements-which, paradoxically, are now
mostly due to Washington. Secretary of State Mike
Pompeo told reporters that China “took incredibly
aggressive action” in a hand-to-hand battle in the
remote Himalayas on June 15 that killed 20 Indian
soldiers. The hawkish Pompeo characterized the
violence as part of a broader strategy by Beijing to
challenge all of its neighbors.

Jeff M. Smith, a research fellow at the conserva-
tive Heritage Foundation who has written a book on
the India-China rivalry, said the United States is
known to offer border intelligence to India, which is
now likely to pick up the pace on defense acquisi-
tions. But Smith said that India has asked the United
States to be publicly circumspect-in part to show
the domestic audience that New Delhi does not
need help. India also does not want “to feed
Chinese propaganda narratives that this is all a
component of the China-US rivalry and that India is
working at America’s behest,” Smith said.

Michael Kugelman, a South Asia expert at the
Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars,
cautioned that neither India nor China wanted a
complete rupture and said that both still saw some
common interests, especially in international organ-
izations. “But make no mistake: This current India-
China crisis is a watershed for the geopolitics of
Asia, and the US-India relationship will be one of
the main beneficiaries,” he said. “Previous Indian
concern about antagonizing China if it moves closer
to the US is starting to melt away.”

The United States has been seeking warmer
ties since the 1990s with India, which insisted dur-
ing the Cold War on being “non-aligned” on the
global stage. — AFP

BEIRUT: Lebanese anti-government protesters take part
in a symbolic funeral for the country in the downtown
area of the capital Beirut during demonstrations over a
deepening economic crisis. — AFP 

Bangladeshi 
coronavirus sufferers
shun hospitals
DHAKA: Thousands of beds for coronavirus
patients in Bangladesh are lying empty despite the
country struggling with a rising caseload as people
are too scared to enter hospitals, officials and suf-
ferers say. Some patients have bluntly told health
workers they would “rather die at home than die in
a hospital”, an official for a medical charity told AFP.
Bangladesh has registered about 180,000 COVID-
19 infections, and around 3,000 new cases are
being added each day, while the death toll stood at
2,275 by Friday. But medical experts say the real
figures are likely much higher because so little test-
ing has been carried out.

In the capital Dhaka, about 4,750 of 6,305 beds
set aside for coronavirus patients are not being
used, the government’s health department
acknowledged. At a new 2,000-bed field hospital
especially built to fight the pandemic, only about
100 patients are inside. Authorities in the second
city of Chittagong, which has emerged as a virus
hotspot, say only half of its dedicated hospital
beds are currently filled. The two cities have a
combined population of 25 million and account for

around 80 percent of Bangladesh’s 87,000 active
cases. The health department said the beds were
not being used because many sufferers were being
treated at home.

Hospital phobia 
“Most of the patients have mild symptoms.

Adequate telemedicine services are available. That
may be the reason for empty beds in hospitals,”
department deputy head Nasima Sultana told AFP.
The number of beds had been boosted in anticipa-
tion of extra cases, she added. But health experts
and virus sufferers say people are worried about
the level of care they would receive in a public hos-

pital. “They told us they would rather die at home
than die in a hospital,” a senior official for the Al
Manahil charity in Chittagong, which provides
ambulance and burial services, told AFP. A survey of
more than 80,000 people carried out with United
Nations backing found 44 percent of Bangladeshis
were “too scared” to even call the government’s
COVID-19 helpline. Many feared being taken to
hospital if testing positive.

Bangladesh’s public hospitals are not “patient
friendly”, according to Rashid e Mahbub, head of
the Bangladesh Health Rights Movement. “A nega-
tive perception has been created and that is
prompting many patients to stay at home. Few peo-
ple can afford the expensive private hospitals.”
Only people with serious respiratory problems go
to public facilities, said the activist. “A significant
number of COVID-19 patients are dying at home.”
A woman who was among eight members of her
family to contract the virus said all of them had
stayed home.

Even when her mother’s breathing fell to “danger
levels”, the family did not send her to a hospital and
instead rented oxygen cylinders, the woman told
AFP, speaking on condition of anonymity due to the
nature of her job. “We heard the doctors and nurses
don’t come near patients for fear of being infected,”
she said. Bangladesh hospitals had a poor reputa-
tion even before the pandemic, with more than
500,000 people travelling to India last year for
treatment, according to official figures. — AFP

CHITTAGONG: Photo shows empty beds at a COVID-19
coronavirus ward in a hospital set up by Al Manahil
Welfare Foundation Bangladesh in Chittagong. — AFP 

SINGAPORE: Singapore’s Prime Minister and secretary-general of the ruling People’s Action Party Lee
Hsien Loong (center) and his wife Ho Ching (right) leave the party’s office after delivering the speech live
on facebook to citizens yesterday. — AFP 



IMF warns cutting 
spending too soon 
could derail recovery
WASHINGTON: As governments rushed out fund-
ing to prevent an economic collapse amid the coro-
navirus pandemic, global public debt swelled to the
highest in history, but the IMF warned Friday that
cutting back too soon could undermine the recov-
ery. Continuing to provide the support as the eco-
nomic slowdown drags on will be “paramount,” the
International Monetary Fund’s fiscal policy chief
Vitor Gaspar told AFP in an interview.

“The risk of premature withdrawal of fiscal sup-
port is the dominant risk,” even more than rising
debt levels, Gaspar said, noting that the economic
recovery from the global financial crisis was slowed
by that misstep. As the health crisis spread and busi-
nesses were shuttered worldwide to contain the
spread of COVID-19, governments provided “a
massive fiscal response” of close to $11 trillion in just
a few months to help support households and pre-
vent bankruptcies, a “stronger and faster” response
than in 2008-2010. As a result, even amid record
low interest rates, the debt figures are staggering.

Global public debt will reach “its highest level-as
a percentage of GDP-ever recorded in history,” at
over 100 percent of global GDP, Gaspar said.

Deficits in advanced economies are projected to
be five times higher than pre-pandemic estimates
for 2020. The Washington-based crisis lender,
which historically has always advocated for govern-
ments to restrain spending, is in the unusual posi-
tion of urging authorities to flood their countries
with cash while also sounding the warning about
pitfalls ahead, especially if there is a renewed spike
in virus cases. With over 12 million cases worldwide
and 555,000 deaths, “priority number one” is the
health crisis and policies to contain the spread of
COVID-19 so that life and the economy can return
to normal, Gaspar said.

And as economic activity rebounds, government
debt levels should stabilize and begin to fall starting
in 2021, he said. In the wake of the 2008 global
financial crisis, many governments shut down their
stimulus programs at the first sign their economies
had stabilized, which led to a slower, more sluggish
recovery. Now, government spending “will need to
remain supportive and flexible until a safe and
durable exit from the crisis is secured,” —AFP

Without bailout, 
is Lebanon 
heading for ‘hell’? 
BEIRUT: Talks between crisis-hit Lebanon and the
International Monetary Fund are deadlocked, and
leaders reluctant to enact reforms. Without a vital
multi-billion-dollar bailout, is Lebanon headed for
“hell”? For months, the Mediterranean country has
grappled with its worst economic crisis since the
1975-1990 civil war.

Tens of thousands have lost their jobs or part
of their salaries, while a crippling dollar short-
age has sparked rapid inflation. After the coun-
try for the first time defaulted in March, the
government pledged reforms and two months
ago started talks with the IMF towards unlock-
ing billions of dollars in aid.

But 17 meetings later, the negotiations are
stalling.  “The IMF has left the negotiating table
and talks have stopped,” said a member of the
Lebanese negotiating team, asking to remain
anonymous. Another Lebanese source familiar with
the negotiations said IMF representatives have “not
sensed serious commitment from the Lebanese del-
egation” towards reform.

“Every faction is vying for its own personal
interests while the country burns,” they said. Talks
were held Friday to discuss reforms in the elec-
tricity sector, the finance ministry said, but not
financial aid.

Deadlock is common in multi-confessional
Lebanon, where politicians have for decades been
accused of cronyism, conflict of interest and cor-
ruption. As Lebanon seeks help from the IMF,

arguments are mounting over the scale of total
financial losses for the state, central bank and
commercial banks.

The government estimated losses at around 241
trillion Lebanese pounds, which amounts to around
$69 billion at an exchange rate of 3,500 pounds to
the greenback. But a parliamentary committee
quoted much lower figures using the old currency
peg of 1,507 pounds to the dollar. The IMF consid-
ers the government’s figures to be more likely. The
discrepancy in the figures shows the great power
and influence of a “lobby ready to see Lebanon
burn rather than expose what they did to it”, the
Lebanese negotiator said.

‘Help us help you’ 
Since October, the deepening turmoil has

sparked mass protests demanding the wholesale
removal of a political class seen as incompetent and
corrupt. The crisis has shot poverty up to almost 50
percent. The Lebanese pound in early July peaked
at more than 9,000 to the greenback on the black
market.

With price soaring, many can longer afford to
buy diapers, or fill their fridge. Four Lebanese killed
themselves last week, apparently due to the eco-
nomic downturn. In March, the government pledged
reforms long demanded by donors, including budg-
et cuts, tax hikes and electricity sector reform, but
little has come through. A Western source told AFP
a meeting last week “went very badly”, ending with
IMF negotiators urging Lebanon’s representatives
“to stop taking them for a ride”.

Two key members of Lebanon’s team resigned
last month, accusing the government of lacking
commitment to reform. On Friday, UN rights chief
Michelle Bachelet sounded the alarm.

“This situation is fast spiraling out of control,
with many already destitute and facing starvation as

a direct result of this crisis,” she said. Two days ear-
lier, French Foreign Minister Jean-Yves Le Drian
said he was “very worried”. “Help us help you,
dammit,” he urged.

Analyst Nasser Yassin said the ruling class
lacked political will. “To guarantee they won’t lose
everything, they would rather the country remain on
the cusp of collapsing than initiate serious reforms,”
he said. Such changes, he said, “would strip them of
essential tools they use to impose authority and
control over the state, the economy, and society”.

‘Officials in denial’ 
Among the IMF’s demands are that Lebanon audit

its central bank, and issue official capital controls to
replace informal withdrawal and transfer caps
imposed by the banks since the autumn. It has also
requested the country float its currency so Lebanese
can follow a single exchange rate. To further compli-
cate matters, the IMF talks come as tensions rise
between the United States and Hezbollah, the Iran-
backed Shiite movement that is a key political player
in Lebanon but that Washington has listed as “terror-
ist”. The Western source said: “I don’t see any alter-
native to assistance from the IMF.” “The country is
collapsing, and so is the Lebanese pound, while offi-
cials are in denial.” Lebanon’s government says it
needs $20 billion in external funding, which includes
$11 billion pledged by donors in 2018. But without an
IMF rescue, donors are unlikely to pump money into
Lebanon, the Western source said.

“An IMF agreement will help correct Lebanon’s
reputation,” he advised. The Lebanese source
agreed an IMF rescue would help Lebanon avoid
the worst. “With a skyrocketing exchange rate
that could reach 25,000 to 50,000 Lebanese
pounds to the dollar and inflation increasing by
the day, Lebanon, without the IMF, will plunge
into hell,” he said. —AFP
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DUBAI: After a painful four-month tourism
shutdown that ended this week, Dubai is bet-
ting pent-up demand will see the industry
quickly bounce back, billing itself as a safe des-
tination with the resources to ward off coron-
avirus. The emirate, which had 16.7 million visi-
tors last year, opened its doors to tourists
despite global travel restrictions and the onset
of the scorching Gulf summer in the hopes the
sector will reboot before high season begins in
the last quarter of 2020.

Embarking from Emirates flights, where cabin
crew work in gowns and face shields, the first
visitors arrived on
Tuesday to be greeted
by temperature checks
and nasal swabs, in a
city better known for
skyscrapers, luxury
resorts and over-the-
top attractions.

Tourism chief Helal
Al-Marri said that peo-
ple may still be reluctant
to travel right now, but
that data shows they are already looking at desti-
nations and preparing to come out of their shells.

“When you look at the indicators, and who is
trying to buy travel... 10 weeks ago, six weeks
ago and today look extremely different,” he told
AFP in an interview. “People were worried (but)
people today are really searching heavily for
their next holiday and that is a very positive sign
and I see a very strong comeback.”

The crisis crushed Dubai’s goal to push
arrivals to 20 million this year and forced flag

carrier Emirates, the largest airline in the Middle
East, to cut its sprawling network and lay off an
undisclosed number of staff. But Al-Marri, direc-
tor-general of Dubai’s Department of Tourism
and Commerce Marketing, said that unlike the
gloom after the 2008 global financial crisis, the
downturn is a one-off “shock event”.

“Once we do get to the other side, as we
start to talk about next year and later on, we
see very much a quick uptick. Because once
things normalize people will go back to travel
again,” he said.

New wish lists 
The reopening comes

as the United Arab
Emirates, made up of sev-
en sheikhdoms, including
Dubai, battles stubbornly
high coronavirus infec-
tion rates that have
climbed to more than
53,500 with 328 deaths.
And as swathes of the
world emerge from lock-

down, for many travellers their holiday wish lists
have shifted from free breakfasts and room
upgrades to more pressing issues like hotel sani-
tation and hospital capacity. With its advanced
medical facilities and infrastructure, Dubai is bet-
ting it will be an attractive option for tourists.
“The first thing I’m thinking is-how is the health
care system, do they have it under control? Do I
trust the government there?” Al-Marri said. 

“Yes they expect the airline to have precau-
tionary measures, they expect it at the airport.

But are they going to a city where everything
from the taxi, to the restaurant, to the mall, to
the beach has these measures in place? They’re
looking at that.” Tourists arriving in Dubai are
required to present a negative test result taken
within four days of the flight. If not, they can
take the test on arrival, but must self-isolate
until they receive the all-clear. While social dis-

tancing and face masks are widely enforced,
many restaurants and attractions have reopened
with business as usual, even if wait staff wear
protective gear and menus have been replaced
with QR codes. “When it comes to Dubai, I
think it’s really great to see the fun returning to
the city. As you’ve seen, everything’s opened
up,” Al-Marri said. —AFP

Dubai counts on pent-up tourism demand 

Emirates airline 
to cut up to 
9,000 jobs
DUBAI:  Emirates airline has cut a tenth of its work-
force during the novel coronavirus pandemic in lay-
offs that could rise to 15 percent, or 9,000 jobs, its
president said, according to a report yesterday. The
Middle East’s largest carrier, which operates a fleet
of 270 wide-bodied aircraft, halted operations in late
March as part of global shutdowns to stem the
spread of the virus. 

It resumed two weeks later on a limited network
and plans to fly to 58 cities by mid-August, down
from about 157 before the crisis. However, its presi-
dent Tim Clark has said previously that it could take
up to four years for operations to return to “some
degree of normality”, and the airline has been staging
rounds of layoffs, as recently as last week, without
disclosing numbers.

Before the crisis hit, Emirates employed some
60,000 staff, including 4,300 pilots and nearly
22,000 cabin crew, according to its annual report.
Clark said in an interview with the BBC that the airline
had already cut a tenth of its staff and that Emirates
“will probably have to let go of a few more, probably
up to 15 percent”. A company spokeswoman told AFP
the airline had nothing to add to the report.

The International Air Transport Association
(IATA) has said that airlines are in line to make a

combined net loss of more than $84 billion this year
in the wake of the pandemic crisis, the biggest in the
industry’s history. Clark said in the interview that
Emirates was “not as badly off as others” but that

the crisis hit just as it was “heading for one of our
best years ever”. The Dubai-based airline had
reported a bumper 21 percent rise in annual profits
in March. —AFP

Vitor Gaspar, Director of the International Monetary
Fund’s Fiscal Affairs Department, speaks during a
Fiscal Monitor briefing at the IMF/World Bank spring
meetings Washington, DC. —AFP

Crisis crushes
Dubai’s goal to
push arrivals to

20m this year

Tourism industry eyes rebound as a painful four-month shutdown ends

In this file photo, medical equipment and coronavirus testing kits provided by the World Health
Organization are pictured passing by an Emirates airlines Airbus A380-861 at the Al-Maktoum
International airport in Dubai. —AFP

DUBAI: An aerial view of the Sheikh Rashid salik (toll road) as it passes by the Dubai Golf Academy Golf
Course in the Gulf emirate, during a government-organized helicopter tour. —AFP
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PC sales climb 
as pandemic keeps 
consumers at home
SAN FRANCISCO:  PCs, somewhat left behind
in the mobile internet age, are making a come-
back as people stuck at home due to the coron-
avirus rely on them for work, education and
entertainment, industry watchers say. Gartner
and International Data Corporation (IDC)
reports released Thursday show shipments of
desktop computers, laptops and workstations
grew in the second quarter as pandemic-related
disruptions to the supply chain were overcome.

“The strong demand driven by work-from-
home as well as e-learning needs has surpassed
previous expectations and has once again put
the PC at the center of consumers’ tech portfo-
lio,” said IDC Mobile Device Trackers research
manager Jitesh Ubrani.

“What remains to be seen is if this demand
and high level of usage continues during a
recession and into the post-COVID world since
budgets are shrinking while schools and work-
places reopen.” IDC determined that PC ship-
ments worldwide jumped 11.2 percent to 72.3
million units on the same quarter a year earlier.
Gartner had the climb at 2.8 percent, to 64.8 mil-
lion units.

Both market trackers ranked HP and Lenovo
as the top two PC makers, with Dell in third
place. Apple, which doesn’t use Microsoft’s
Windows operating system but is nevertheless
grouped among PC makers, came in fourth.
Gartner research director Mikako Kitagawa
described the second-quarter figures as a short-
term recovery, with some of the growth due to
distributors and shops restocking supplies as
they become available.

Early indicators suggest strong PC shipments
for education, business, and consumer uses such
as streaming entertainment, according to IDC’s
devices and displays research vice president
Linn Huang. “With inventory still back-ordered,
this goodwill will continue into July,” Huang said.
“However, as we head deeper into a global
recession, the goodwill sentiment will increas-
ingly sour.” —AFP

KUWAIT: Kuwait International Bank (KIB)
announced that it recently acted as co-manager for
the successful issuance of ‘Sustainability Sukuk’ by
the Islamic Development Bank (IsDB). Valued at
$1.5 billion for a period of five years, the Sukuk
seeks to mitigate the effects of the coronavirus
pandemic (COVID-19) for IsDB member states. 

Issued under the umbrella of IsDB’s Trust
Certificate Issuance programme, which is in turn
valued at $25 billion, the Sukuk is priced at par
with a profit rate of 0.908 percent - to be payable
on a semi-annual basis. Moreover, this marks the
second such public issuance undertaken by IsDB
in 2020.

The Joint Lead Managers and Joint Bookrunners
for this issuance included Citi, Credit Agricole CIB,
Emirates NBD, GIB Capital, HSBC, Islamic
Corporation for the Development of the Private
Sector (ICD), NATIXIS, Societe Generale CIB and
Standard Chartered Bank. The Trust Certificates
will be listed on Euronext Dublin, NASDAQ Dubai
and Bursa Malaysia (under the Exempt Regime).

Commenting on the occasion, Jamal Al-Barrak,
General Manager of KIB’s Investment Department
said, “We are extremely pleased to serve as co-
manager for this one-of-a-kind issuance, which is
also the first-ever AAA-
rated ‘Sustainability
Sukuk’ in the global capi-
tal markets and the first
sukuk dedicated to com-
bating the aftermath of
coronavirus pandemic.
We believe this crucial
move will go a long way
towards fortifying KIB’s
position in the interna-
tional investment market,
while strengthening our
ties with IsDB.” It also serves to note that IsDB
itself is rated Aaa / AAA / AAA by Moody’s,
Standard & Poor’s and Fitch respectively, all with a
stable outlook.

The proceeds from the debut ‘Sustainability

Sukuk’ will be exclusively deployed by IsDB
towards social impact projects under its
Sustainable Finance Framework, with a focus on
‘access to essential services’ and ‘SME financing

and employment genera-
tion’ for its 57-member
states, aimed at assisting
them in tackling the after-
math of the COVID-19
pandemic. The sukuk is
one of the many initiatives
undertaken by IsDB as
part of its wide-ranging
response to COVID-19,
which so far has been pil-
lared on ‘Respond,
Restore and Re-start’.

Al-Barrak also pointed out that KIB is consis-
tently seeking opportunities to participate in vari-
ous financial deals that help enhance its investment
capabilities, while achieving sustainable develop-
ment that supports local economy. “We believe that

our participation in ini-
tiatives such as the
‘Sustainability Sukuk’
will serve as vital instru-
ments when it comes to
aiding SMEs, in addition
to upholding KIB’s com-
mitment to youth
empowerment and
employment generation,
especially in light of the
difficult times the coun-
try has recently experi-
enced due to the economic recession caused by the
pandemic,” he concluded.

It is important to note that IsDB is a dynamic
multilateral financial development institution under-
taking the task of sustainable development in its
Member Countries and for Muslim communities
worldwide. The bank’s mandate is to provide infra-
structure support that enables people to realize
their full potential, paving the way for a better life.

Sukuk will help tackle the aftermath of COVID-19 pandemic

KIB co-manager for IsDB’s first-ever 
$1.5 billion ‘Sustainability Sukuk’ 

CBK announces 
Najma biannual 
reward winner  
KUWAIT: The Commercial Bank of Kuwait (CBK)
recently conducted a draw on the Najma Account
biannual reward of KD 500,000. The draw was
made live on air through the Diwaniyat Al-Yaqout
& Al-Ansari on FM 88.8 radio channel with the
presence of MOCI representatives, Anam Al-Fadhli
and Meshael Al-Rasheedi, RSM representatives
and CBK officials. 

The winner is a citizen Abdul Khaleq Ghloum
Ismael who received a call of congratulations online
and thanked the bank for providing customers with
best services.  Speaking on  the program, CBK’s
executive individual banking services manager,
Noura Kayed said that CBK was the first bank to
launch award winning accounts under the name of
Al-Najma certificate, which later on developed to
become Al-Najma account which offers a weekly
award of KD 5000, a monthly award of KD
20,000, a biannual award of KD 500,000 and a
mega award of KD 1.5 million. 

UK construction 
looks to cement 
recovery from woes
GUILDFORD, United Kingdom: Cranes whir above the
affluent market town of Guildford, southwest of
London, as Britain’s construction sector cranks back
into gear after a damaging coronavirus lockdown.
Many of the nation’s builders downed tools when the
government effectively shut the country down on
March 23, ordering the public to stay at home as the
outbreak took hold.

More than three months later, restrictions are grad-
ually being lifted and activity is picking up speed. At
Guilden Park in Guilford, construction of a new £38
million ($48 million, 42 million euros) student accom-
modation complex project stopped for nearly five
weeks. When completed next year, the development
will comprise 533 student rooms across four six-storey
buildings. Although the government allowed some sites
to carry on through lockdown, Guilden Park stopped
work to ensure its 75 workers could operate safely.
“There was so much focus on the new measures with
COVID-19 that you could not take your eye off the
ball,” said project manager Barry Kerr, 34. “Everybody
realized it was not just about health and safety-it was
about their families,” he told AFP at the facility.

Isolation room 
Preventative measures included a one-way system,

reduced staff, and more on-site canteens, changing
rooms, toilets and hand-washing facilities. Start times
and breaks were staggered, a fingerprint entry scan-
ner removed and employees had to declare them-
selves healthy every day. The contractor also created
an “isolation room” in the event of infections, although
no staff have yet had to use it. Belfast-based McAleer

& Rushe, which manages the site, and its subcontrac-
tors made use of the UK government’s jobs retention
scheme during the lockdown. The emergency pro-
gram sees the state pay most of the wages of fur-
loughed staff. But just four M&R employees were
made temporarily redundant at the Guildford site. “I
believe the company made the right decision to...
temporarily shut the sites until such time that we
could ensure that we were being compliant with the
guidance set out by both the government” and the
National Health Service, said Kerr. “At that time there
were some contradictory messages being sent.”
Construction sites stayed open in England and
Northern Ireland, while those in Scotland were shut.

‘Almighty grinding halt’ 
The lockdown sparked a collapse in UK construc-

tion activity in April and May, before a rebound in
June. The purchasing managers’ index for the sector
soared to 55.3 last month from just 28.9 in May,
according to data compiler IHS Markit.  A figure
below 50 indicates contraction, while anything above
shows expansion. “The effect the lockdown had on
the actual construction sector was that it effectively
closed at least 50 percent of the sites,” said Gareth
Belsham, director of surveyors Naismiths.

“Construction came to an almighty grinding halt.
There were only smaller developers, mainly residen-
tial developers, that carried on through the midst of
that.

“But now construction itself is coming back on.”
Belsham stressed the construction sector was resilient
through the crisis because many self-employed work-
ers needed to earn cash regardless. The lockdown
came as the sector had only just overcome chronic
economic turmoil linked to uncertainty over Britain’s
departure from the EU. “As an industry, and I suppose
the economy on the whole, I feel we’ve been sand-
wiched between the uncertainty of Brexit and the
uncertainty of what the effects of COVID-19 will be
long-term,” said Kerr. 

‘Build, build, build’ 
Prime Minister Boris Johnson has called for

Britain to “build, build, build” its way out of the
virus-induced downturn with infrastructure invest-
ment. “We’ve moved through the acute phase of
the crisis where large swathes of the economy were
closed. We’re now fortunately able to safely reopen
parts of our economy,” said Johnson’s finance min-
ister Rishi Sunak on Thursday.

Sunak on Wednesday announced a £30-billion
budget package aimed at saving jobs and kick-
starting economic activity. “Overall at the moment,

I think the prognosis for construction is very posi-
tive,” said Andrew Southern, founder of property
developer Southern Grove-whose sister company
Future Generation is bankrolling the Guildford
project.

The group is also developing two similar student
sites in Loughborough and Nottingham, central
England. “I think we are going to come out of this
stronger than ever. And I think Boris Johnson very
much emphasized that in his statement around infra-
structure, schools, roads and railways, and I think it’s
the right thing to do,” added Southern. —AFP

A student accommodation project is under construction in Guildford, England. —AFP

KIB seeking to
participate in 

financial deals Jamal Al-Barrak

Amazon mistakenly 
tells workers to 
dump TikTok 
NEW YORK: Amazon on Friday said it mistakenly
sent workers an email telling them to dump the
TikTok mobile application from their cell phones
because of security concerns. The internal message
told workers they could still access the popular
video-snippet sharing platform using laptop web
browsers, but would lose access to company email
on smartphones that have TikTok.

“This morning’s email to some of our employees
was sent in error,” an Amazon spokesperson said in
reply to an AFP inquiry without going into detail.
“There is no change to our policies right now with
regard to TikTok.” The concern expressed in the
internal message appeared to be that the TikTok
mobile app could access Amazon company email,
according to a copy posted online.

“User security is of the utmost importance to

TikTok - we are fully committed to respecting the
privacy of our users,” a spokeswoman for the com-
pany said in reply to an AFP inquiry. She added that
TikTok welcomed “a dialogue so we can address
any issues they may have.” The Democratic
National Committee is advising campaign staff to
avoid using TikTok on personal devices and, if they
do, to keep the app on a smartphone separate from
that used for work, given the amount of data it can
track, a DNC official told AFP.

TikTok this week withdrew from Hong Kong in
an exit seen partly as an effort to shake off the
“label of it being a company that is controlled by
China and shares data with the Chinese govern-
ment,” Zhu Zhiqun, a political science professor at
Bucknell University in the United States, told AFP.
TikTok’s parent company, ByteDance, is based in
China. The app’s feeds of 15- to 60-second video
clips are often fun and humorous, featuring every-
thing from make-up tutorials to dance routines.
However, with its rising popularity in the United
States, TikTok has also come under increasing
scrutiny from the government here.

US President Donald Trump said this week he
was considering banning it as a way to punish China

over the coronavirus pandemic. Top US lawmakers
have raised concerns over the potential for TikTok
to leak user data to the Chinese government. India -
where TikTok is also wildly popular - recently
blocked the platform on national security grounds
following a deadly border clash between its soldiers
and Chinese forces. TikTok staunchly denies snoop-
ing allegations. “We have never provided user data
to the Chinese government, nor would we do so if
asked,” a spokesman said on Wednesday.—AFP
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Kuwait’s current account surplus in 
2019 reaches highest level since 2014
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KUWAIT: Kuwait’s current account registered a
surplus of KD 6.7 billion, or 16 percent of GDP in
2019, the highest in the last five years, according to
the Central Bank of Kuwait (CBK), compared to a
surplus of KD 6.0 billion in 2018. This was despite the
decline in the average price of Kuwait Export Crude
in 2019 by 6.7 percent to $64.3/bbl. A narrowing of
the services deficit by KD 2.3 billion to KD 5.1 billion
was an important factor that boosted the current
account surplus . On the other side, the financial
account showed an increase in net outflows to the
rest of the world to KD 7.4 billion as portfolio invest-
ments in equities abroad increased significantly.

Smaller services deficit 
A combination of lower oil prices and a fall oil

production of 1.9 percent to around 2.68 mb/d (due
to OPEC+ policy) generated a decline in oil exports
of 9.7 percent. However, oil exports still constituted
around 91 percent of total goods exports. Meanwhile,
a decline in imports of 4.8 percent helped partially
offset this fall, reflecting sluggish economic activity in
recent years. Imports of electrical machinery and

equipment as well as machinery and mechanical
appliances, which decreased by 11.4 percent and
17.4 percent, respectively, were the main driver of
the fall in imports. Moreover, services balance main
components showed that the decline in the con-
struction services as well as outbound tourism deb-
its by KD 1.5 billion and KD 0.3 billion, respectively,
was the main reason for lowering the services
account deficit in 2019.

The primary income balance, which records the
net income of capital and labor, witnessed an
increase in its surplus as investment returns from
Kuwait’s investment abroad rose by KD 0.4 billion to
KD 5.9 billion. Income on direct investments made up
KD 0.2 billion of this increase. Similarly, portfolio
investment income (dividends and interest on traded
financial instruments) increased by around KD 0.1
billion to KD 3.3 billion. On the other hand, foreign
direct investments in Kuwait generated a return of
around KD 0.7 billion, slightly up compared to 2018.
This was driven by a rise in direct investment income
of KD 0.1 billion.

The secondary income deficit, which measures
transfers (mainly foreign aid and workers’ remit-
tances), widened KD 0.3 billion to KD 4.8 billion in
2019. This rise in outflows can be attributed to a for-
eign aid increase of KD 0.2 billion, while remittances
remained relatively stable, increasing by 3.7 percent
in 2019.

A rise in financial account net outflows 
The financial account of the balance of payments,

which measures changes in residents and non-resi-
dents’ net overseas assets holdings, witnessed a net

outflow of KD 7.4 billion in 2019 compared with a
smaller outflow of KD 6.6 billion in the previous year.
The rise in outflows was influenced by a significant
increase of portfolio investments in equities abroad. 

Portfolio equity investments registered a net out-
flow of KD 10.5 billion compared with a much smaller
outflow of KD 1.7 billion in 2018. In contrast, portfolio
debt investments abroad reversed its trend from
decreasing by KD 2.2 billion in 2018 to increasing at
KD 2.6 billion in 2019. These came amid the strong
performance of international equity and debt markets,
the Aramco IPO, and the positive performance of
GCC stock markets. On the other hand, direct
Investments registered a net inflow of KD 0.8 billion
as equity investments abroad declined by KD 0.7 bil-
lion, reversing its trend for the first time since 2014. 

Furthermore, the announcements of upgrades of
Boursa Kuwait to Emerging Market status by FTSE,
S&P, and MSCI triggered a decline in assets held by
residents abroad (the government and the private
sector) by KD 4.4 billion, while banking system
deposits abroad increased by KD 2.0 billion.
Moreover, liabilities to non-residents increased by
KD 3.8 billion due to the rise of non-resident
deposits at local banks by KD 1.6 billion as well as
the increase in the private sector loans extended from
non-resident entities by KD 1.7 billion. 

Reserve assets rise further
The CBK’s gross international reserves rose by

KD 0.8 billion to KD 12.1 billion (29.2 percent of GDP,
around 8.7 months of imports, and 32 percent of
broad money (M2)) at the end of 2019 (Chart 4).
These reserves are complimented by the large
buffers held by the Kuwait Investment Authority, that
are estimated at least 400 percent of GDP, providing
monetary policy with an effective and clear nominal
anchor as well as a degree of exchange rate flexibility
given the dinar’s peg to a basket of currencies. 

Moreover, the nominal effective exchange rate for
the Kuwaiti dinar versus key trading partners appreci-
ated in 2019 by 2.4 percent compared with a slight

appreciation of 0.1 percent in the previous year. These
movements came as a result of the appreciation of the
US dollar against major currencies in 2019.
Inflationary pressures in Kuwait remained relatively
low at 1.1 percent versus 1.9 percent for its trading
counterparts. Accordingly, the real effective exchange
rate appreciated by 1.6 percent in 2019 compared
with a depreciation of 2.1 percent in the previous year.

Looking forward
Despite the sizable current account surplus and

adequacy of foreign assets registered in 2019, the
government should continue to focus on saving for
future generations adequately to ensure the sustain-
ability of Kuwait’s long-term external position. Lower
oil prices in the medium term are expected to
decrease oil exports and narrow current account sur-
pluses (a deficit is expected this year), reducing or
reversing the rate of accumulation of foreign reserves
and reducing somewhat the buffer against any exter-
nal shocks. One way to address this is to focus on
increasing the role of the private sector in the econo-
my through expediting the implementation of Kuwait
vision 2035, which will help the non-oil economy in
increasing its share in GDP and total exports.

CBK reserves
increased to 

KD 12.1 billion

NBK Economic report 

CA surplus rose to KD 6.7 billion in 2019 due to smaller services deficit

NBK re-opens 17 
new branches to 
serve its customers 
KUWAIT: National Bank of Kuwait strives to meet its
customers’ needs while adhering to the instructions of
concerned health authorities regarding safety stan-
dards and social distancing rules to ensure the safety of
both customers and employees. In this context, NBK
has re-opened 17 additional branches, bringing the
total number of operating branches as of today
(Sunday 12th July) to 52 branches serving customers
from 8:30 am to 1:00 pm in line with the instructions of
health and regulatory authorities.

NBK abides by safety
measures, including check-
ing customers’ temperature
before entering the branch,
asking them to wear med-
ical masks and gloves, and
implementing social dis-
tancing rules to protect
both customers and
employees.  And in order to
cater to the needs of cus-
tomers from all segments,
NBK has assigned branch-
es to serve individuals and
Corporate Banking
Customers as follows

Branches serving individual customers: Dasma,
Faiha, Qurtoba, Nuzha, Public Instiution for Social
Security (PIFSS), Yarmouk, Rumaithya, Fahaheel Al-
Sahely, Ali Sabah Al-Salem, Qurain, Saad Al-Abdullah
and Qadsiya.

Branches serving individual and corporate cus-
tomers: Shuwaikh, Fahed Al-Salem, Fahaheel, The
Avenues and Khaitan.

Commenting on the re-opening of more branches,
Homoud Al-Nasrallah, Deputy Head- Domestic
Branches at National Bank of Kuwait, said: “We con-
tinue to re-open more branches as part of the Back-
to-Normal Plan, as we have re-opened 17 additional
branches to ensure meeting all our customers’ needs,
and to make all services available quickly and easily,
in continuation to our efforts since the beginning of
coronavirus pandemic outbreak. Our main concern
has always been to provide our customers with an
integrated banking experience while keeping them
safe through full compliance with all the instructions
of the concerned authorities as well as precautionary
measures.”

“We are always keen to stay closer to our customers
despite the exceptional circumstances. Throughout this
crisis, we have continued to provide our services
around the clock through our various digital banking
channels, which we continue to develop by adding
more services and upgrades, in addition to the excep-
tional services including the mobile branch,” he added.

Concluding his statements, Al-Nasrallah said: “NBK
team, led by our front-liners, have always shown com-
mitment, especially under exceptional circumstances,
by saving no effort to ensure the continuation of the
bank’s success journey, and these efforts are highly
appreciated by all parties.”

NBK provides its banking services through NBK
ATMs and CDMs for cash deposit and withdrawal
available all over the country, comprising 327 ATMs,
including more than 100 CDMs. Customers can also
reach the bank through multiple channels including,
NBK Contact Center  and NBK WhatsApp on the
same number, or through the bank’s social media plat-
forms, where all inquiries are answered.

Homoud Al-Nasrallah

Libya oil back 
online after 
long shutdown
TRIPOLI: Libya’s National Oil Company announced
Friday the resumption of crude production and exports
after a nearly six-month shutdown due to conflict
dividing the country. But the state oil giant said that it
would take time for output to return to previous levels
because of major damage to energy infrastructure.

Libya, which sits atop Africa’s largest proven crude
oil reserves, is torn between the rival powers of the
UN-recognized Government of National Accord
(GNA) in Tripoli and eastern-based strongman Khalifa
Haftar. Since January, groups loyal to Haftar, who was
pushing an offensive to seize the capital, have been
blocking the production and export of oil from the
country’s most important fields and terminals, claiming
they want a fair distribution of the oil revenues man-
aged by Tripoli.

The NOC had invoked force majeure in response-a
measure used in exceptional circumstances that allows
it to be exonerated from liability in the event of non-
compliance with oil delivery contracts.

The company said Friday that it had “lifted force
majeure on all oil exports from Libya”. “The increase in
production will take a long time due to the significant
damage to reservoirs and infrastructure caused by the
illegal blockade imposed on January 17,” it said in a
statement.

NOC chief Mustafa Sanalla welcomed the resump-
tion of oil production, saying: “We are very glad finally
to be able to take this important step to national recov-
ery.” The US embassy, which relocated to Tunis after its
2014 closure in Libya, also hailed news that the NOC
had lifted force majeure “and resumed its vital work on
behalf of all Libyans.” It vowed to cooperate with the
UN mission in Libya to ensure “revenues are not mis-
appropriated but rather preserved for the benefit of the
Libyan people”.

France’s embassy, also from Tunis, stressed on
Facebook it rejected “the militarization of oil installa-
tions” and stressed “the importance of preserving NOC
neutrality”.

Negotiations 
The NOC said a first ship was due to start loading

crude from the oil port Al-Sidra in the east of the coun-
try. Libya produced 1.22 million barrels per day (bpd)
before January and had planned to increase production
to 2.1 million bpd by 2024, the NOC said this week.

But due to infrastructure damage caused by the
months-long blockade, production could drop to
650,000 bpd in 2022, it said. Earlier this month, the
NOC had reported talks, “supervised by the United
Nations and the United States” , to a l low the
resumption of production, the halt of which caused
losses of more than $6.5 billion, according to the
company.

Oil exports are the source of almost all state rev-
enue in Libya, which has been mired in chaos since the
ouster and killing of dictator Moamer Kadhafi in a 2011
NATO-backed uprising.

Supported by Turkey, pro-GNA forces scored
important victories in June, regaining control of the
northwest and driving out forces loyal to Haftar, who
had launched an abortive offensive in April 2019 to
seize Tripoli. Haftar is backed by Egypt, the United
Arab Emirates and Russia. 

On July 1, the NOC said negotiations were under
way “between the GNA, NOC and regional countries
who stand behind this blockade” to resume production.

It said that “all oil revenues will continue to be
deposited into the same accounts of the corporation”,
pending the establishment of measures along “two par-
allel tracks”.

“One track will ensure financial transparency as well
as equal opportunities and social justice among all
Libyans,” the statement said. “The other track will focus
on the restructuring of security arrangements to pro-
tect oil facilities, in a way that ensures they are never
used as a military target or a political bargaining chip
again.”  The distribution of Libya’s oil income is regu-
larly the source of tension in the country, particularly in
the east, which has repeatedly said the shares are
inequitable. — AFP

Stocks jittery as 
record US virus 
count weighs 
NEW YORK: Global equity benchmarks edged high-
er after struggling for direction for most of the day and
bond yields flat-lined on Friday as investors weighed a
record number of new coronavirus cases in the United
States against improving economic data in Europe and
signs that Gilead Sciences Inc’s remdesivir drug
helped reduce the risk of death in severely-ill COVID-
19 patients.

More than 60,500 new coronavirus infections were
reported across the United States on Thursday, the
largest single-day tally by any country since the virus
emerged late last year in China. “The sharp increase in
confirmed cases has led to growing concerns that a
return to broad lockdowns lies ahead,” Goldman Sachs
wrote in a note. “While lockdowns can slow down
virus spread effectively, they come at very high eco-
nomic cost.”

Economic data, however, continued to improve in
the United States and Europe. The number of
Americans filing for jobless benefits dropped to near a
four-month low last week, and Italian industrial output
rebounded much more strongly than expected in May
after plunging in the previous two months due to a
coronavirus lockdown. “The dispersion in macro fore-

casts remains extremely high. It therefore should not
surprise when you see market volatility turning on
mixed pieces of news,” said Elliot Hentov, head of poli-
cy and research at State Street.

MSCI’s gauge of stocks across the globe gained
0.56 percent following broad gains in Europe and
slight losses in Asia. Chinese shares fell 1.8 percent
from a five-year high, as state media discouraged retail
investors from chasing the market higher. On Wall
Street, the Dow Jones Industrial Average made up ear-
ly losses and rose 368.8 points, or 1.43 percent, to
26,074.89, the S&P 500 gained 32.96 points, or 1.05
percent, to 3,185.01 and the Nasdaq Composite added
69.69 points, or 0.66 percent, to 10,617.44.

Much of the day’s gains came after Gilead’s
announcement of the apparent success of remdesivir,
though the company cautioned that clinical trial were
still necessary to confirm its benefits . Cases of the
COVID-19 respiratory illness have been rising in some
Asian and Australian cities that had appeared to have
contained the disease, such as Tokyo, Hong Kong and
Melbourne, prompting investors to move into per-
ceived safe havens.

US Treasury yields edged higher after touching
their lowest levels since late April. Benchmark 10-year
notes last fell 9/32 in price to yield 0.6348 percent,
from 0.605 percent late Thursday. Spot gold dropped
0.2 percent to $1,798.92 an ounce. US gold futures fell
0.01 percent to $1,799.00 an ounce. The International
Energy Agency bumped up its 2020 oil demand fore-
cast on Friday but said the spread of COVID-19 posed
a risk to the outlook.—Reuters

TRIPOLI: A first ship was due to start loading crude from the oil port Al-Sidra in the east
of the country, Libya’s National Oil Corporation said.

Investors keep 
away from sterling 
in uncertain times
LONDON: Sterling traded higher versus the US dol-
lar but was unmoved against the euro on Friday, with
investors mostly staying on the sidelines. So far little
has been achieved in negotiations between Britain and
the European Union on a trade deal following Britain’s
departure from the bloc.

This leaves sterling traders unsure how to approach
the pound and the currency driven mostly by external
factors. Stephen Gallo, currency analyst at BMO
Capital Markets, thinks the pound will weaken given
that countries that are net exporters have an advan-
tage over Britain. “The UK’s trade policies will be in
flux beyond 2020. What 2020 will do is create a start-
ing point for UK/EU-27 trade adjustments going for-
ward,” Gallo said, adding that “regulatory alignment,
dispute arbitration and trade friction are likely to crop
up as issues over the medium-term”.

“We would be inclined to fade sterling strength
versus the euro on a move back to 0.8650,” he said.

The pound was last flat at 89.43 pence versus the
euro and up 0.4 percent against the dollar at
$1.2648 as the greenback fell. The trade-weighted
pound has never recovered to its pre-Brexit refer-
endum levels.—Reuters
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Sabah Hospital                                                 24812000

Amiri Hospital                                                  22450005

Maternity Hospital                                         24843100 

Mubarak Al-Kabir Hospital                        25312700

    Chest Hospital                                                  24849400

    Farwaniya Hospital                                       24892010 

    Adan Hospital                                                   23940620 

    Ibn Sina Hospital                                            24840300 

    Al-Razi Hospital                                               24846000 

   Physiotherapy Hospital                               24874330/9 

Kaizen center 25716707 

Rawda 22517733 

Adaliya 22517144 

Khaldiya 24848075 

Kaifan 24849807 

Shamiya 24848913 

Shuwaikh 24814507 

Abdullah Salem 22549134 

Nuzha 22526804 

Industrial Shuwaikh 24814764 

Qadsiya 22515088 

Dasmah 22532265 

Bneid Al-Gar 22531908 

Shaab 22518752 

Qibla 22459381 

Ayoun Al-Qibla 22451082 

Mirqab 22456536 

Sharq 22465401 

Salmiya 25746401 

Your slow and steady approach may need a 
sharp kick in the pants today, Aries. Don't withhold your opin-
ions. This is a time to get it all out on the table, despite the ten-
sion that it may cause. Strong forces are at work, so don't be 
surprised if things get a bit more heated than you're used to. 
The fact is that incredible breakthroughs can be made 
through disagreements among different types of people.

Aries (March 21-April 19)

STAR TRACK

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

Gemini (May 21-June 20)  

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

Leo (July 23-August 22) 

Virgo (August 23-September 22) 

Libra (September 23-October 22) 

Scorpio (October 23-November 21) 

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21) 

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)

 Pisces (February 19-March 20)

Aquarius (January 20- February 18) 

You may be a bit daunted by the frenzy of ener-
gy present in the air today, Leo. Try not to get thrown off bal-
ance by others who may be more abrasive than usual. Use 
this as a time of release for yourself. By letting others open up 
the cold, hard truth to you, you have the opportunity to let 
out your own truth as well. Unexpected events are likely to 
come on the scene.

Don't be surprised if unexpected actions from 
others give your heart a jolt today, Virgo. You could find that a 
strong force of erratic energy affects your emotions. It's working 
to stir things up quite a bit. Use your beliefs and morals as 
guideposts to help you navigate difficult waters. Stay true to 
yourself and don't let others make decisions for you. You have 
the power to make very significant breakthroughs.

You may have the spark that wants to light 
things today, Capricorn. Indeed, there's a fast-paced tenden-
cy to the day that is right up your ally. You should be able to 
accomplish quite a bit under the prevailing trends. Just 
make sure you're constructive with criticism and be careful 
that you aren't too abrasive toward the people you deal 
with. In other words, be nice.

Interaction with others may not be espe-
cially satisfying for you today, Aquarius. You could 
get the feeling that other people don't really care as 
much as you thought they did. Keep in mind that 
everyone is doing the best they can. Most people 
aren't as sensitive as you. They probably have no 
idea what sort of impact their words have on you. 
Give others the benefit of the doubt.

The clouds have finally lifted, and you should be 
able to see clearly again, Pisces. The fire is burning red hot and 
you'll find people likely to stick up for themselves more than 
usual. You should do the same. Arguments could be especially 
heated today, and interesting facts and revolutionary informa-
tion will be passed from person to person. Make sure you have 
your facts straight before you open your mouth.

Try to seek freedom and new experiences today, 
Taurus. This is an important time for you to spread your wings 
and explore. Keep in mind that something or someone may be 
working to restrain you emotionally. An opposing force is pro-
moting war while you insist on keeping things peaceful. 
Perhaps there's an important lesson you need to learn. Be more 
assertive in your actions, and don't let people walk all over you.

If people insist on having things their own way, let 
them, Gemini. Fighting isn't going to do any good. 

This kind of reaction will only cause more tension between you 
and the other person involved. Approaching the situation with a 
hostile attitude will most likely result in a lose/lose situation. If 
arguments do occur, try not to take things personally. Try your 
hardest to stick with the facts.

Suddenly you've found your energy again. Your 
engine is oiled up and ready to go, Cancer. Put yourself in high 
gear and don't let anything stand in your way. If disagreements 
with others arise, try to keep focused on the lessons that come 
from the situation instead of dwelling on the negative aspects. 
Take things to a higher level and don't be afraid to suggest radi-
cal change.

It's time to implement the plans you fostered as a 
result of internal processes over the past few days, Libra. Hop in 
the driver's seat and take control. As you do, you may need to 
erect a bit of a mental barrier. People could be somewhat abra-
sive, and your sensitive nature is susceptible to harsh com-
ments. Take things with a grain of salt. Remember that if people 
criticize you, it's because they love you.

Your mood should be quite good today, Scorpio. 
Generally, you'll find that people will react to your tendency to 
take the lead. Keep in mind that this also indicates that they'll 
probably be more likely to fight back. You may have the ten-
dency to lean toward the bizarre and unconventional. The 
route to take today is the one that fosters diversity and revolu-
tionary thinking. Be a pioneer in every situation.

Be a little braver than usual today, Sagittarius. 
Take some risks and show others that you have 

the strength to accomplish anything. There is a lively, anxious 
feeling to the day that could make you restless. This energy is 
encouraging you to get up and get going. Initiate something 
rather than wait for someone else to take the lead. Don't be 
afraid to fail. You'll never succeed if you don't try.

112

CHANGE OF NAME

Old name: K. Jabarlahan, Father Name: Kasmeera, 
Passport no. J4326829. New name: K. Jabarullahkhan, 
Father Name: Kasimeera. Date of birth 25.03.1976. 
New address No. 31 Okottaiyanthoppu, Mimisal Post, 
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Photo shows the entrance of the Mohammed Bin
Rashid Space Centre (MBRSC), in the Gulf city of
Dubai. — AFP 

T
he oil-rich United Arab Emirates has built a
nuclear power program and sent a man to space,
and now plans to join another elite club by send-

ing a probe to Mars. Only the United States, India, the
former Soviet Union, and the European Space Agency
have successfully sent missions to orbit the Red Planet,
while China is preparing to launch its first Mars rover
later this month.

The UAE-a collection of sheikhdoms better known
for its skyscrapers, palm-shaped islands and mega
attractions-is now pushing to join their ranks in what
will be a first for the Arab world. It will mark the 50th
anniversary of its unification with “Hope”, an
unmanned spacecraft expected to reach its target in
February after being launched on July 15 from Japan’s
Tanegashima Space Centre.

While the mission objective is to provide a compre-
hensive image of the weather dynamics in Mars’
atmosphere and pave the way for scientific break-
throughs, the probe is a foundation for a much bigger
goal-building a human settlement on Mars within the
next 100 years. Dubai has hired architects to imagine
what a Martian city might look like and recreate it in
its desert as “Science City”, at a cost of around 500
million dirhams (135 million dollars).

And last September, Hazza al-Mansouri became the
first Emirati in space, part of a three-member crew
that blasted off on a Soyuz rocket from Kazakhstan,
returning home after an eight-day mission in which he
became the first Arab to visit the International Space
Station. “Our grandparents followed the stars during
their voyages in order to build their glories. Today, our
children look at them to build their future,” said
Dubai’s ruler Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al
Maktoum in a tweet on Tuesday.

Global standing
The young Gulf nation-whose influence extends to

Yemen, the Horn of Africa and Libya-hopes to elevate
its status as a key regional player, building on its suc-
cess in establishing itself as a centre for tourism, bank-
ing and services despite an economic downturn in
recent years. Despite criticism of its involvement in the
conflict in Yemen, which has turned into a quagmire for
the Saudi-led military coalition, the UAE has elevated
its standing with moves like hosting the first papal visit
to the Arabian Peninsula and becoming the first Arab
country to green-light a nuclear power plant.

And over the last few decades it has become a hub
for young Arabs aspiring to build professional careers
and raise families in a safe environment, in a region too
often blighted by war and political crises. For a coun-
try charting a course beyond the oil industry that it
was built on, exploration is part of a long-term strate-
gy. “UAE figured out that space is very important for
our development and sustainability. It’s a bridge to the
future,” Mohammed Al-Ahbabi, director general of the
UAE Space Agency, told AFP.

Sarah al-Amiri, 33, the mission’s deputy project
manager and also the UAE Minister of State for
Advanced Sciences, said the trip to Mars is “a mes-
sage of hope for the region, to set an example of what
is possible if we take the talent of the youth and use
them positively, this is what’s possible”. “We’ve worked
on investing in our space sector for over 15 years... it’s
about ensuring that this talent is developed for the rest
of the region,” she told AFP from Tokyo. In the runup
to the Mars mission, the UAE announced it was open-
ing its doors to Arabs across the region to take part in
a three-year space program.

“They can come in and gain experience and be
the vehicles of change for the entire region. We can-
not go about saying that this region is volatile and
remain passive about it,” Amiri said. “People want
stabil ity, want opportunities,” she added. The
Mohammed Bin Rashid Space Centre (MBRSC),
which spearheaded the Mars project on which some
450 people worked, more than half of them Emirati,
is abuzz with excitement. “This mission is showcas-
ing that this is something we don’t normally dream
about... but understanding that these opportunities
are there,” said Mohsen al-Awadhi, the lead missions
systems engineer.— AFP 

Mars may now be considered a barren, icy desert
but did Earth’s nearest neighbor once harbor
life? It is a question that has preoccupied scien-

tists for centuries and fired up sci-fi imaginings. Now
three space exploration projects are gearing up to launch
some of the most ambitious bids yet to find an answer.
Scientists believe that four billion years ago the two plan-
ets both had the potential to nurture life-but much of
Mars’ intervening history is an enigma. The new Mars
probes from the United States, United Arab Emirates and
China will launch this summer. Their goal is not to find
Martian life-scientists believe nothing would survive
there now-but to search for possible traces of past life-
forms. These vast and costly programs could prove futile.
But astrobiologists say the red planet is still our best
hope for finding a record of life on other planets. 

Mars is “the only planet with concrete chances of
finding traces of extraterrestrial life because we know
that billions of years ago it was inhabitable,” said Jean-
Yves Le Gall, president of French space agency CNES in
a conference call with journalists this week. Le Gall is one
of the architects of NASA’s Mars 2020 exploratory
probe, which is scheduled for launch at the end of July
when Earth and Mars will be the closest for more than
two years. The more than $2.5 billion project is the latest-
and most technologically advanced-attempt to uncover
Mars’ deep buried secrets. But it is not alone, as enthusi-
asm for space exploration has reignited.

‘News from Mars’ 
Scientific enquiry of the red planet began in earnest

in the 17th Century. In 1609 Italian Galileo Galilei

observed Mars with a primitive telescope and in doing
so became the first person to use the new technology
for astronomical purposes. Fifty years later Dutch
astronomer Christiaan Huygens used a more advanced
telescope of his own design to make the first ever top-
ographical drawing of the planet.

Mars-compared to the “desolate, empty” moon-has
long seemed promising for potential inhabitability by
microorganisms, wrote astrophysicist Francis Rocard in
his recent essay “Latest News from Mars”. But the
20th century presented setbacks.  In the 1960s, as the
race to put a man on the moon was accelerating
towards its dazzling “Giant Leap”, Dian Hitchcock and
James Lovelock were putting a dampener on hopes of
finding life on Mars. Their research analyzed the plan-
et’s atmosphere looking for a chemical imbalance, gas-
es reacting with each other, which would hint at life.

“If there is no reaction, then there is probably no life
there,” Lovelock told AFP. “And that was the case-Mars
has an atmosphere that is completely inactive as far as
chemistry is concerned.” Their conclusion was con-
firmed a decade later, when the Viking landers took
atmospheric and soil samples that showed the planet
was no longer inhabitable. This discovery was a “real
tanker” for Mars research, Rocard told AFP. Mars pro-
grams essentially paused for 20 years. Then in 2000
scientists made a game-changing discovery: they found
that water had once flowed over its surface.

Follow the water 
This tantalizing finding helped rekindle the latent

interest in Mars exploration. Scientists pored over

images of gullies, ravines, scouring the Martian sur-
face for evidence of liquid water. More than 10 years
later, in 2011, they definitively found it. The “follow the
water, follow the carbon, follow the light” strategy has
paid off, Rocard said. Every mission since the discov-
ery of water has brought “more and more evidence to
light that Mars is not quite as dead as we thought,”
Michel Viso, an astrobiologist at CNES, told AFP.

The latest US rover to make the journey-aptly
named Perseverance-is scheduled to touch down in
February of next year after a six-month journey from
launch time. The probe is perhaps the most highly-
awaited yet. Its landing spot, the Jezero Crater, may
have once been a wide, 45-kilometre river delta. Rich
in sedimentary rocks, such as clay and carbonates-the
same types of rocks that hold fossil traces on Earth-
Jezero could be a treasure trove.  Or perhaps not. 

“We know that water once flowed, but the question
remains: for how long?” asked Rocard. “We don’t
even know how long it took for life to appear on
Earth.” If the mission can bring these rocks back to
Earth they might yield answers to the questions that
have long confounded scientists. But they will have to
wait at least 10 years for the analysis to be available.
Viso said the results will likely be “a bundle of clues”
rather than a clear answer.—AFP

In this file photo, NASA engineers and technicians examine the descent stage of the Mars 2020 spacecraft dur-
ing a media tour of the Mars2020 Spacecraft Assembly Facility clean room at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory
in Pasadena, California. — AFP photos 

This handout picture shows Jezero Crater on Mars, the
landing site for NASA’s Mars 2020 mission.  

A picture shows the entrance of the Mohammed Bin
Rashid Space Centre (MBRSC), in the Gulf city of
Dubai. 

Employees work at the control room of the Mars
Mission at the Mohammed Bin Rashid Space Centre
(MBRSC), in the Gulf city of Dubai. 

In this file photo, a man takes a picture of an illustra-
tion depicting an astronaut with the Emirati national
flag outside Mohammed Bin Rashid Space Centre
(MBRSC) in Dubai. — AFP photos
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A worker holds a dog at a rescue shelter in Jakarta. Visitors mingle with dogs at a rescue shelter in Jakarta. — AFP photos

When Chandana Hiran was a child,
strangers would urge her to light-
en her skin. Today the Indian stu-

dent is leading a campaign against whiten-
ing creams as global anti-racism protests
highlight the obsession with fair complex-
ions for many in Asia. The campaign
achieved its first victory when cosmetics
giant Unilever dropped the word “fair”
from its popular Fair & Lovely skin-light-
ening cream. L’Oreal and Johnson &
Johnson announced similar initiatives.
“They have been thriving on selling insecu-
rities to women,” 22-year-old Hiran, who
launched an online petition against Fair &
Lovely, told AFP. “The narrative is that if
you are dark-skinned, you cannot achieve
anything in life. So being a dark-skinned
girl I’ve always felt that maybe... I need to
be fair. If I’m not, then maybe I don’t
deserve those things.”

Multinationals have long profited from
sales of whitening creams, facewash and
even vaginal bleaching lotions, by advertis-
ing the message that beauty, success and
love are only for pale-skinned people.
Unilever made $500 million from Fair &
Lovely sales in India last year, according to
Bloomberg. Now, after mounting outrage
sparked by the Black Lives Matter protests
in Western cities, companies like Unilever
say they “want to lead the celebration of a
more diverse portrayal of beauty”. But
campaigners warn their fight has just
begun and that, without greater efforts to
counter entrenched bias against darker
skin, the rebranding remains superficial.

Bias from birth 
Colourism -  prejudice against darker

skin tones-in India is pervasive. While
British colonialism helped fuel colourism,
the bias is deeply rooted in India’s ancient

caste hierarchies, experts say. “The
assumption is the higher castes are fairer
than the lower castes,” sociologist Suparna
Kar of Bangalore’s Christ University told
AFP. As a result, many associate pale skin
with wealth and beauty-a prejudice bol-
stered by Bollywood films which rarely
make darker-complexioned women the
star and frequently portray successful city-
dwellers as fair-skinned. Actress
Tannishtha Chatterjee, long vocal about
colourism, told AFP: “When I have been
cast in urban roles, a make-up artist would
come and tell me that it’s an ‘upmarket’
role, so ‘should I make the skin tone two
shades lighter?’”

The bias begins at birth, said Kavitha
Emmanuel, who visits schools promoting
her “Dark is Beautiful” campaign launched
in 2009. “You’ll hear, ‘She’s a girl and she’s

dark, oh my god, who is going to marry
her? We have to ... make her look fair.
Don’t let her out in the sun, don’t let her
play sport’.” The prejudice shows up in
school textbooks, she said, with a dark-
skinned person used to denote “ugliness”.
Many Indian women start using whitening
products as children. Seema, a 29-year-old
domestic worker in New Delhi, has used
Fair & Lovely since she was 14. Most of her
female relatives use it-including her 12-
year-old daughter.

“When I look at the fairness-cream
commercials it looks like a good product...
they show that when people become fairer,
they get jobs, they get proposals for mar-
riage,” she told AFP. Indeed, newspaper
adverts for arranged marriages regularly
call for brides with “milky white” complex-
ions. The obsession is also widespread in

Southeast Asia. “Having a whiter skin is
seen as... part of what is euphemistically
called (a) ‘pleasing personality’,” University
of the Philippines’ medical anthropologist
Gideon Lasco said.

Profit and prejudice
Such prejudices have exposed genera-

tions to self-loathing and low self-esteem,
experts say. On top of the psychological
damage, the products pose significant
health risks. Some contain hazardous levels
of mercury, which can cause kidney dam-
age, skin ailments and psychosis, the World
Health Organization warns. In Indonesia,
the pursuit of “white skin” has led to the
sale of toxic, unregulated products,
prompting a government crackdown. But
activists say it will take time to alter such
ingrained biases, especially when the sec-
tor is so profitable. The skin-lightening
industry is one of the world’s fastest-grow-
ing beauty segments, and is forecast to be
worth $31.2 billion by 2024, according to
the WHO.

In India, a nation of 1.3 billion people,
whitening products make up about half the
skincare market. “There’s no letting society
off the hook here,” activist Kavita Krishnan
told AFP. Nevertheless, “corporate compa-
nies, commercial interests cannot simply
use social bias as an alibi”, she added. But
change is coming, said campaigner
Emmanuel, who believes future generations
will see the world-and themselves-differ-
ently. Her recent visit to a school ended
with a lighter-skinned student apologizing
to classmates for bullying them over their
darker complexions, Emmanuel said. “For
me, that was a moment... I realise it is hav-
ing an impact.”— AFP 

Photo shows packages of Unilever ‘Fair and Lovely’ skin-lightening creams on the count-
er of a shop in New Delhi. — AFP 

Indonesian doctor Susana Somali and her
staff cut tightly-bound plastic ropes off
dozens of whimpering dogs rescued from

the butcher’s block after being sold or aban-
doned during the coronavirus pandemic.
Somali’s sprawling Jakarta complex, home to
about 1,400 canines, has become a refuge for
at-risk animals as cash-strapped owners sell
them into the Southeast Asian nation’s con-
troversial dog meat trade.

Mostly acting on tip-offs, Somali and her
team hit the streets looking for stray dogs
and butcher shops where more and more
doomed animals are spending their last days
howling in cramped cages. Somali-who jug-
gles a day job testing COVID-19 samples at
a local hospital-started the shelter in an
upscale Jakarta neighborhood more than a
decade ago.

Back then, she rescued one or two dogs
from a butcher each week. But that number
has soared to as many as 20 in recent months
as strays are snatched off the streets for their
meat. The 55-year-old mother of two negoti-
ates with often unfriendly butchers, some-
times paying them cash or supplying other
meat to secure the animals’ release. “The real
battle isn’t rescuing them from butchers,
although that is always scary. The challenge
is taking care of these dogs during the pan-
demic,” Somali said.

‘Tears in her eyes’ 
Somali and about 30 staff at Pejaten

Animal Shelter are struggling to care for a
huge number of animals as donations plunge
in the midst of the COVID-19 outbreak. The
money is crucial to help cover upwards of
$29,000 in monthly expenses, including
employee salaries and the daily cost of half a
ton of meat for the animals. Myriad breeds,
including huskies, pit bulls, and German
shepherds, roam the 5,000 square meter
shelter, which Somali started in 2009. She
started confronting butchers after seeing a
video of a pregnant dog about to be slaugh-
tered. “Someone posted images of this cry-
ing dog on social media and I saw the tears
in her eyes,” she said.

“That’s when I became aware of the
butchers.” Somali and her team rescued
dozens of puppies bound for a local Korean
eatery this month, but they don’t always
make it in time. “I tried to reach the area but
was told that the dog had already been
(killed),” she said of one recent dash to a
butcher’s shop. “It was a minute too late.”

Animal welfare groups estimate as many as
one million dogs are killed annually across
Indonesia, with more than 100 restaurants in
Jakarta alone serving their meat, according
to government figures.

Dog is often a culinary speciality among
Indonesia’s non-Muslim minority groups. The
animals are considered unclean in Islam and
rarely kept as pets in Muslim-majority coun-
tries. Indonesia is relatively relaxed by com-
parison, but working at the shelter can still be
tricky for Muslim volunteers like Ria
Rosalina. “Many people have asked me why I
take care of dogs but also wear hijab,” she

said, referring to the religious head-covering
worn by many Indonesian women. “But I
don’t care. I just tell them that dogs were
created by God, just like humans.”

Snatched and killed 
The plight of Indonesia’s dogs isn’t limited

to the megacity capital. Animal welfare
organisation Four Paws has warned that
thousands of strays in Bali were at risk of
starving or being snatched by dog meat
traders, as a plunge in tourism hammers the
holiday island. It is also a growing problem in
other parts of Southeast Asia as traders prey
on owners facing hard economic times, said
Katherine Polak, a veterinarian with Four
Paws. “Animals are at a very heightened risk,”
she said. “Some low-income people might be
tempted to sell their pets.” For years, activists
have called on the government to halt
Indonesia’s dog meat market-a goal shared
by Somali. “Ending the dog meat trade may
sound like a dream but everything starts from
a dream,” the shelter owner said. “I’ll always
keep fighting.” —  AFP 

A dog’s life: Scientists
find new formula 
for canine age

Awell-known “rule of paw” holds
that you can tell how old your
pooch is in human terms by multi-

plying its age in years by seven. But in
fact, the real ratio changes over time, the
US National Institutes of Health (NIH)
said Thursday, following a study of bio-
logical changes to dogs’ genomes over
the course of their lives. Dogs, humans
and in fact all mammals experience the
same developmental timeline: birth, infan-
cy, youth, puberty, adulthood and death.
Scientists have identified chemical marks
on the DNA that correspond to these dif-
ferent stages, an area of study called epi-
genetics. The field is well established for
humans, and some commercial companies
let you send in a DNA sample to deter-
mine your biological age by reading your

“epigenetic clock.” Molecules called
methyl groups attach themselves to a par-
ticular region of the DNA, switching them
to the “off” position and ushering in the
next stage of life. Trey Ideker of the
University of San Diego, who was the
senior author of the study published in
Cell Systems, likened these patterns to
wrinkles on the genome. “I tend to think
of it very much like when you look at
someone’s face and guess their age based
on their wrinkles, gray hair, and other fea-
tures,” he said. “These are just similar
kinds of features on the molecular level.”

Ideker and colleagues studied the
methylation patterns on 104 Labrador
retrievers, who ranged in age from a few
weeks old to 16 years. These were then
compared to the methylation patterns in
humans. The scientists were able to devise
a more complex formula that better
matches the canine-human life stages-but
you’ll need a scientific calculator to figure
it out.—AFP

Indonesian doctor Susana Somali sits with
dogs at her rescue shelter in Jakarta. US actress Amber Heard (left) leaves on the

fourth day of the libel trial by her former hus-
band US actor Johnny Depp against News
Group Newspapers (NGN), at the High Court
in London. — AFP 



ABU DHABI: When mixed martial arts supremo
Dana White first floated his “Fight Island” concept,
with its echoes of the Bruce Lee blockbuster “Enter
the Dragon” where fighters were drawn into combat
at a private getaway, eyebrows were raised.

“‘Fight Island’ is real. It’s a real thing,” said the
Ultimate Fighting Championship boss when he
announced the plan in April. “The infrastructure’s
being built right now, and that’s really going to
happen.” 

White’s vision will be unveiled today with the
staging of the 13-fight UFC 251 event on Abu
Dhabi’s Yas Island. The event
will be headlined by a welter-
weight world title encounter
between the Nigerian-
American champion Kamaru
Usman and Cuban-American
challenger Jorge Masvidal.

It’s one of four “Fight
Island” cards to be staged
without an audience inside an
arena on the resort and enter-
tainment island throughout July, kicking off with
three world title bouts and a title challenge elimina-
tor. Usman said during a virtual media event that he
had been impressed by what he’d seen since arriv-
ing in the United Arab Emirates on Thursday.

“I’m grateful for everything that’s been done,”
said Usman, gunning for the second defence of his
title. “All the precautions have been taken. After I go
out there on Saturday and get my hand raised I’ll be
glad to be heading home COVID-free.”

The UFC has made the move to Abu Dhabi from
its Las Vegas base in an effort to isolate its fighters
during the coronavirus pandemic.  Safety has been
a major motivator, as has the promoter’s need to
keep staging events — and collecting revenue —

during a crisis that has shut down or forced massive
overhauls to the staging of the world’s major sport-
ing events. Strict lockdown measures have been
imposed on athletes, their entourages, officials, staff
and media for the duration of their stay on Yas
Island, on a site that has been completely sealed off
until the event concludes on July 26. 

Tests were taken before people arrived — initial
headliner Gilbert Burns of Brazil failed, and stayed
home, Masvidal’s coach Mike Brown suffered the
same fate — and after landing there has been more
testing, and 48 hours in-room quarantine. 

“We were able to lock
away with some mats and
pads in our room and keep
training as much as we could,”
said Russian welterweight
Muslim Salikhov, who fights
Brazil’s Elizeu Zaleski dos
Santos in Sunday’s preliminar-
ies. “The main thing everyone
is saying is that we are here,
and we are ready to fight

because that’s what we do for a living.”

‘SAFE ZONE’ 
So far the United Arab Emirates has recorded

more than 53,500 coronavirus cases with 328
deaths.  Abu Dhabi’s executive director of tourism
and marketing Ali al-Shaiba said protocols were
stringent in the expansive “safe zone”, patrolled by
police and expected to house around 2,000 people
for the duration of the month-long event. Staff will
be tested every 72 hours.

“It’s not easy to host a global international mega
event such as a UFC fight during these circum-
stances where everybody is under lockdown and
travel restrictions are in place. But we make things

happen,” he told AFP. 
Abu Dhabi, which signed a five-year contract

with the UFC, has a rich history when it comes to
martial arts, hosting lucrative jiu-jitsu events, a sport
that is a major component of MMA which has
exploded in popularity over the past decade. 

For now, Fight Island is a “one-off” said Shaiba,
but he added that the emirate has been approached

by other sports entities who want to hold events in
the “bubble” format.

The other world title fights today see Australia’s
Alexander Volkanovski  put his featherweight title
on the line in a rematch against the former champ in
Hawaii’s Max Holloway, while Russian tearaway Petr
Yan faces veteran Brazilian Jose Aldo for the vacant
bantamweight belt. — AFP
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WADI AL HIDAN: Ahmad Daham smoking the roads of Wadi Al Hidan in Jordan. — Photo taken from www.redbullcontentpool.com

Morikawa tames 
Muirfield to grab 
six-shot lead
DUBLIN: Collin Morikawa had never played
Muirfield Village Golf Club prior to this week but
one would hardly know by looking at his scorecard
as he moved into a six-shot, second-round club-
house lead at the Workday Charity Open in Dublin,
Ohio on Friday.

Morikawa, who began the day with a one-shot
lead, was four under after 15 holes when play was
halted for 77 minutes due to a dangerous weather
situation and after the break he added two more
birdies for a six-under 66 to reach 13 under on the
week. That left the world number 29 Morikawa,
whose two-day total marked the second lowest in
course history, six shots clear of Englishman Ian
Poulter (69) while former Masters champion Patrick
Reed (70) was a further shot adrift.

“We talk about the course, I think it does fit my
eye,” Morikawa said of the Jack Nicklaus-designed
layout. “I’ve been able to put myself, leave myself
some really good numbers into approach shots. I’ve
been keeping myself in the fairway for the most
part, and that obviously helps.”

Morikawa, who began his day on the back nine,
reached the turn at one under after mixing three
birdies with two bogeys. He caught fire at the par-
four second when he made the first of four consec-
utive birdies.

The American then needed four shots to reach
the green at the par-four sixth hole, where he went
on to make a bogey before play was interrupted.

Canadian Adam Hadwin, who was one shot back
of Morikawa after the first round, was among the
late starters. — Reuters

MMA’s ‘Fight Island’ concept 
debuts in Abu Dhabi

White’s vision will be unveiled by staging 13-fight UFC 251 event 

It’s one 
of four

File photo shows Nigerian-American champion Kamaru Usman (right) fights Colby Covington during
their welterweight title. 

Wimbledon 
cancellation gives
food for thought
LONDON: Strawberries and cream are just as
much part of the Wimbledon experience as tennis in
pristine whites on the lush green lawns of the All
England Club. But this year the courts are empty
and there is no clink of cutlery on plates in the rar-
efied surroundings of the London venue. AFP Sport
spoke to two people at the core of the catering
operation who have had to adapt after the coron-
avirus pandemic forced the cancellation of the tour-
nament, with the men’s and women’s singles finals
having been originally scheduled for this weekend.

STRAWBERRY FIELDS FOREVER 
The 30 tonnes of strawberries usually consumed

at Wimbledon — picked on the morning of each
day’s play — have not gone to waste. Hugh Lowe
Farms in nearby Kent has been the sole supplier for
the championships for the past 27 years. A portion
of a minimum of 10 strawberries cost £2.50 ($3.10)
last year. But the team, including star picker Katya
Busheva, has not been kicking its heels because
there has been no tennis. “The days of the English
strawberry season that you blink and miss it have
gone many years ago,” Marion Regan, owner of
Hugh Lowe Farms, told AFP.

“The strawberry season runs from April until
November and we have a glasshouse for each end
of the season. “Wimbledon and strawberries are so

closely associated with the summer and I cannot
stress more how important the 30 tonnes in two
weeks (they sell 5,000 tonnes a year) is to us.”

Regan, whose family farm has been producing
strawberries since Victorian times, said the “quin-
tessential English fruit” has the ability to transform
people’s moods. “One of the people who works in
the events team told me they (Wimbledon) are
preparing strawberries for key workers.

“We have also supplied local schools who stayed
open for children of key workers and one or two
food bank arrangements supporting vulnerable
families. “Eating strawberries brings a smile to peo-
ple’s faces — we are trying to make as many people
smile as possible.” Regan, whose daughter is the
fifth generation of the family to become involved in
the business, says she is enjoying a different type of
sporting action. “Katya is here for her eighth season
from Bulgaria and averages 50 kilos in an hour,” she
said. “I see parallels between the pickers and ath-
letes. Efficient and good strawberry pickers do treat
it like a sport.”

COOKING UP A STORM 
Instead of overseeing hundreds of staff,

Wimbledon’s executive chef Adam Fargin is provid-
ing adapted “signature Wimbledon dishes” for 200
members of the local community five days a week.

“We are doing dishes such as Coronation chicken,
which is a classic at Wimbledon,” he said. “We are
doing some other dishes like teriyaki poached salmon.
“We take elements of the signature dish — it would
normally be poached salmon — but we do it in a dif-
ferent way to suit the local community. “Wimbledon
being a summer event, a lot of our signature dishes
are cold so we have had to try and reinvent them for
the project so they can reheat those.” — AFP

Verstappen leads 
Styrian GP practice, 
Ricciardo crashes
SPIELBERG: Red Bull’s Max Verstappen led

Styrian Grand Prix practice on Friday while
Australian Daniel Ricciardo crashed his Renault and
six-times Formula One world champion Lewis
Hamilton had a difficult afternoon at Mercedes.

Hamilton’s Finnish team mate Valtteri Bottas, the
championship leader after winning Sunday’s
Austrian season-opener at the same Red Bull Ring
circuit, was second and a mere 0.043 slower. “We
learned a bit more about the car, we were of course
not so happy last week,” said Verstappen, a two
times winner in Austria who became the first retire-
ment of the season last weekend.

“I’m a lot more pleased. It’s heading in the right
direction.” Bottas said Mercedes appeared also to
have made progress on the reliability issues that
raised stress levels during last weekend’s race.

Mexican Sergio Perez, who put Racing Point’s
‘Pink Mercedes’ on top in the morning session at
Spielberg, ended the day with the third best time. It
was another tough day for Ricciardo, who brought
out red flags in the afternoon after locking up and
hitting the tyre wall at speed backwards at turn nine
with only 13 minutes gone.

The Australian seemed to limp after clambering
out of the car. Renault said he had gone to the med-
ical centre for a check-up and been declared fit.
Hamilton ended the second session sixth, behind

Canadian Lance Stroll in fourth for Racing Point and
Carlos Sainz fifth for McLaren.

“It felt relatively normal but it’s quite far off,”
Hamilton said of his car’s performance. “There’s a lot
of work that needs to go on in the background to
try and figure out why. “I was feeling good in prac-
tice one and the start of P2 felt pretty good but then
it just started to drop off...hopefully tomorrow we’ll
be in a better position.”

With heavy rain forecast yesterday, there were
fears the second session could dictate the grid
positions for Sunday’s race, although Formula One
has held qualifying on a Sunday before. “It could be
that maybe the entire Saturday is not happening,”
said McLaren principal Andreas Seidl.

“It could also be that Sunday morning is really
bad. So worst case, the result from free practice two
is defining the grid.” The Racing Point, whose ‘Pink
Mercedes’ nickname comes from its similarity to the
2019 Mercedes that took Hamilton to his sixth
championship, lived up to its reputation.

Perez lapped with a best time of one minute
04.867 seconds on soft tyres in the morning, with
Verstappen putting in a 1:03.660 in the second ses-
sion. Ferrari were off the pace in both sessions as
they evaluated new parts, with Sebastian Vettel 10th
and Charles Leclerc 12th in the morning. Leclerc
was ninth after lunch, Vettel 16th — slower than
George Russell’s Williams. Canadian rookie
Nicholas Latifi stopped his Williams with an engine
problem halfway through the first session, with
McLaren’s Lando Norris collecting a three place
grid drop for not respecting the yellow warning
flags. Sunday’s race, named after the southern
Austrian state where the circuit is located, will be
the first time a track has hosted two grands prix in
the same season.  — Reuters
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Arsenal threaten to 
turn tide on Mourinho’s 
struggling Spurs
LONDON: The clash between Tottenham and
Arsenal today may lack the usual furore of a der-
by, with no fans present and both sides seeming-
ly out of the race for a place in next season’s
Champions Leaague.

However, Jose Mourinho’s Spurs have a point
to prove, with a rejuvenated Arsenal under Mikel
Arteta threatening to tip the balance of power in
north London back in their favour.

For 22 years between 1995 and 2017, Spurs
failed to finish above their fiercest rivals in the
Premier League. Arsenal fans even came to
christen the day each year they could no longer
be caught by Spurs as “St Totteringham’s Day”.

Yet, as the Gunners’ glory years under
Arsene Wenger faded away, Spurs became the
dominant force. When goals from Dele Alli and
Harry Kane won the final north London derby
at White Hart Lane to ensure Tottenham would
finish above Arsenal in the league three years
ago, there were hopes Mauricio Pochettino
could follow Wenger’s example to build a title-
winning team to play in the club’s new state-of-
the-art stadium.

Instead of an inspiration, the rising cost of the
£1 billion ($1.3 billion) Tottenham Hotspur stadi-
um weighed heavily. The Argentine boss worked
wonders to keep Tottenham in the top four at
Arsenal’s expense over the past two seasons
despite precious little investment in the transfer
market and a longer-than-expected spell at their
temporary home of Wembley.

Despite reaching the Champions League final
last season, Pochettino was sacked in November,
with Spurs on the slide due to a squad that had
gone stale. Arsenal changed managers too just a
month later, with Unai Emery unable to turn
around the flagging fortunes of the club in
Wenger’s final years.

But after heading in different directions —
Spurs appointing grizzled veteran Mourinho
while Arsenal gave their former player Arteta his
first managerial job — Arsenal appear to be bet-
ter prepared heading into next season.

Mourinho, 57, and Arteta, 38, have both
returned 1.6 points-per-game in the Premier
League so far. However, the Spaniard has gal-
vanised supporters and blooded a host of prom-
ising youngsters that point to a brighter future.

Eighteen-year-old Bukayo Saka provided his
12th assist of the season in Tuesday’s 1-1 draw
against Leicester and committed his future to the
club by signing a new long-term contract last
week. Arteta is also doing his bit to convince
Pierre-Emerick Aubameyang to extend his con-
tract at the Emirates beyond next year.

By contrast, tensions are already becoming
strained between Mourinho and another playing
squad after the Portuguese boss’s run-ins with
high-profile players at Real Madrid, Chelsea and
Manchester United in his past three jobs.

Mourinho said a lack of fight in a 3-1 defeat
by Sheffield United last week “destroys me a lit-
tle bit on the inside”, while captain Hugo Lloris
and Son Heung-min appeared to show too much
fight as they had to be separated by teammates
during Monday’s 1-0 win over Everton. —AFP

PARIS: Barcelona and Bayern Munich will meet in a
blockbuster Champions League quarter-final should
both sides make it through, after Friday’s draw for
the latter stages of the competition which will be
played out in Lisbon in August following a long sus-
pension because of the coronavirus.

Barca and Bayern, who have each won five
European Cups, are hoping to be among the eight
teams who will head to the Portuguese capital for
a ‘Final Eight’ mini tournament behind closed
doors, with the final on August 23 at Benfica’s
Estadio da Luz.

Bayern, who won their eighth straight German
Bundesliga title last month, already have one foot in
the quarter-finals having won 3-0 away to Chelsea
in the first leg of their last-16 tie in March, while
Barcelona have more work
to do after a 1-1 draw with
Napoli in the first leg in
Italy. However, Bayern
chairman Karl-Heinz
Rummenigge had a warn-
ing for his team, who also
won the German Cup last
week. “After we won the
double, there is already
too much euphoria around.
Now the focus is on
Chelsea, then we’ll see. But
of course in the quarter-finals there are only very
strong opponents anyway,” he said.

Meanwhile, if Manchester City can finish the
job in their last-16 tie against record 13-time
European champions Real Madrid, Pep
Guardiola’s team will go on to a quarter-final
against either Juventus or Lyon.

City won 2-1 in Madrid in the first leg in March
and are well placed to advance to the mini tourna-
ment in Lisbon in what could be their last chance to
win the coveted trophy for a while — they are due
to be banned from the Champions League for the

next two seasons for breaches of Financial Fair Play
rules, pending the outcome of an appeal to the
Court of Arbitration for Sport.

“We have to play against Madrid. If we think
about the next step, the king of this competition —
Real Madrid — will put us out,” Guardiola said.
Juventus must overturn a 1-0 deficit from the first
leg of their last-16 tie against Lyon. Postponed in
March as the pandemic took over, all remaining
last 16 second legs are due to be played on August
7 and 8.

The winners will advance to the Final Eight,
which will be held as a unique straight knockout
tournament in Lisbon due to the difficulties caused
by the coronavirus. The draw threw up the possibil-
ity of a Clasico semi-final, with Barcelona and

Madrid on a collision
course to meet in the last
four should both make it
that far.

A NEW FACE IN THE
FINAL? 

The other side of the
draw is clearer. First-time
quarter-finalists RB
Leipzig of Germany will
meet Atletico Madrid, run-
ners-up to city rivals Real

the last time the Champions League final was
played in Lisbon in 2014. Atletico knocked out hold-
ers Liverpool in the last 16.

The winners of that quarter-final will face either
Paris Saint-Germain or Atalanta in the last four.
None of those teams have ever won the trophy, and
only Atletico have been to the final before.

“It is a difficult draw. Atalanta are a team who
love to attack and score lots of goals,” said PSG
coach Thomas Tuchel. “We still have a good few
weeks to prepare. It’s exciting.”

PSG against Atalanta will be the first quarter-

final at the Estadio da Luz on August 12, with RB
Leipzig facing Atletico at Sporting’s Estadio Jose
Alvalade the following day. The other ties will be
played on August 14 and 15. The semi-finals are
scheduled for August 18 and 19.

All games are set to be played without specta-
tors after UEFA confirmed on Thursday that
“matches should take place behind closed doors
until further notice” because of the uncertain health
situation around Europe.

The situation in Lisbon is particularly concern-

ing, with lockdown restrictions reimposed last week
on 19 neighbourhoods across the northern periph-
ery of the city as virus cases increase at a worrying
rate. However, UEFA president Aleksander Ceferin
has dismissed fears that an alternative plan to com-
plete the tournament may be required, saying last
week “there is no need for a Plan B”.

This season’s final was initially supposed to be
played in Istanbul in late May before the COVID-19
crisis took hold. The Turkish city will now host the
2021 final instead. —AFP

Winners will advance to the Final Eight

Champions League draw throws up 
Barcelona-Bayern clash in Lisbon

BARCELONA: File photo shows  Barcelona’s Spanish defender Jordi Alba (L) and Barcelona’s Argentine
forward Lionel Messi warm up with teammates before the Spanish League football match between
Barcelona and Espanyol at the Camp Nou stadium in Barcelona on July 8, 2020. —AFP

US Scrabble leader 
overrules panel 
to ban slurs
NEW YORK:  North American Scrabble competi-
tors will no longer be able to play racist and
homophobic slurs from the “N-word” to “bum-
boy” and “poofs”, the head of the players’ associ-
ation has said, in an 11th-hour ruling that went
against his own advisory board.

John Chew, chief executive of the North
American Scrabble Players Association (NASPA),
said he was overturning a vote by the board
against the proposed change, and would remove a
list of more than 230 offensive words from the
game.

“We cannot ... continue to look only inward or
think that how we feel about our vocabulary is
more important than broader social issues,” he
said in an emailed statement late on Thursday.

“Accordingly, on behalf of the executive com-
mittee, and with the consent of our board of

trustees, I am ... overturning the advisory board’s
ruling and ensuring that the offensive slurs will be
removed from our NASPA Word List by
September.”

Language has become a hotly debated topic
after protests against racism following the death
of George Floyd in US police custody on May 25,
with bands, consumer brands, and buildings and
roads named after slave traders renamed. NASPA
represents competitive players in the United
States and Canada and its list of permitted words
also features on many popular Scrabble apps.

The decision came after a poll of its about 2,000
members and the general public showed members
were split over removing the “N-word”, but the
public in favor of doing so. Stefan Fatsis, a US-
based Scrabble player and author of “Word Freak”
a non-fiction narrative of competitive Scrabble, was
against the removal of the offensive words.

“Language is different from a statue. You can
take down a statue of a confederate general, but
you’re not going to make the ‘N-word’ disappear
by saying you can’t play it in a board game,” Fatsis
told the Thomson Reuters Foundation.

“I’d rather people understood why these words
are so damaging than to get rid of them altogether

and start purging lists of words.” In a letter to
NASPA’s advisory board, published online last
month, Chew had argued strongly for the removal
of the “N-word” from its word list, saying, “I don’t
think that this is the time for us to be contributing
divisively to the world’s problems.”

Hasbro, the American toy company which owns
the U.S. and Canadian trademark for the popular
board game, had previously said that it was
changing the official rules to make clear that slurs
are “not permissible in any form”.

The company has not allowed offensive slurs in
Scrabble’s dictionary since 1994. However, techni-
cally, Hasbro does not have control over the nearly
200,000 playable words used by the independent
association.

Scrabble, invented in 1933 by unemployed
American architect Alfred Mosher Butts, is
played competit ively in North America by
almost 15,000 people, Chew told the Thomson
Reuters Foundation earlier. The World English
Language Scrabble Players Association (WES-
PA), which runs international tournaments, is
talking to its dictionary’s publisher, Collins,
about whether to remove the slurs, chairman
Chris Lipe said. —Reuters

Dowrich keeps 
Windies on top 
despite Stokes’ 
four wickets
SOUTHAMPTON: Shane Dowrich steered the
West Indies into a commanding lead over
England on the third day of the first Test at
Southampton on Friday. Dowrich made 61 after
opener Kraigg Brathwaite had top-scored with
65 in a total of 318 all out.

Stand-in captain Ben Stokes led England’s
attack with 4-49 to follow his top score of 43 in
the hosts’ 204. But that left West Indies 114 runs
ahead on first innings in a match that marks
international cricket’s return from lockdown.

And they were still 99 runs in front after
openers Rory Burns and Dom Sibley survived a
tricky 10 overs to take England to 15-0 in their
second innings at stumps. Stokes’ haul included
the wicket of West Indies captain Jason Holder
for just five, with the England talisman having
fallen to his rival all-rounder during the towering
seamer’s Test-best 6-42 on Thursday.

And when Stokes bowled tailender Alzarri
Joseph, he had his 150th Test wicket. But wicket-
keeper Dowrich held firm with a fine fifty until a
115-ball innings featuring eight boundaries end-
ed when he was caught down the legside by
opposing gloveman Jos Buttler off Stokes.

ARCHER AND WOOD STRUGGLE 
It was not the first time Dowrich had proved a

thorn in England’s side. Last year he made 116
and shared a huge stand of 295 with Holder
when his fellow Bajan made an unbeaten 202
during the West Indies’  381-run win over
England in the first Test at their Kensington Oval
home ground. That victory helped West Indies
regain the Wisden Trophy but it is 32 years since
they last won a Test series in England.

England dropped veteran paceman Stuart

Broad for this current match to play express
quicks Jofra Archer and Mark Wood together for
the first time in a Test. But Archer and Wood
struggled to make an impression on a placid
pitch. 

They took just one wicket between them in a
combined 44 overs — and that was only when
Wood bowled last man Shannon Gabriel to end
the innings. West Indies resumed behind closed
doors on 57-1, with the first sunny blue skies of
the match providing ideal conditions for batting.

Barbados-born Archer nearly had Shai Hope
lbw for 16 but a West Indies review revealed a
no-ball. Hope, however, was still on 16 when he
edged off-spinner Dom Bess to first slip where
Stokes, captaining England in the absence of Joe
Root, held a sharp catch.

It was an encouraging moment for Stokes,
who could have been forgiven for second-guess-
ing himself after deciding to bat first on winning

the toss. But, as he has so often done before,
Stokes made a vital breakthrough when he
trapped Brathwaite in front of the stumps.

Shamarh Brooks made a promising 39 before
he was caught behind off James Anderson, with
England’s all-time leading Test wicket-taker
returning figures of 3-62. Jermaine Blackwood
gave his wicket away by driving Bess (2-51)
straight to Anderson at mid-off.

Dowrich, however, drove Bess for two fours in
three balls before, on 25, he hammered a drive
the Somerset bowler could only parry. Roston
Chase drove the first delivery with the new ball,
from Wood, for four before he was lbw to
Anderson for a defiant 47 off 142 balls.

Following his bowling heroics on Thursday,
Holder said he wanted to score a Test hundred in
England as well. But he fell in single figures
when, undone by a surprise bouncer, he hooked
Stokes straight to Archer at long leg. —AFP

SOUTHAMPTON: West Indies’ Shannon Gabriel loses his wicket for four runs on the third day of the first
Test cricket match between England and the West Indies at the Ageas Bowl in Southampton, southwest
England on July 10, 2020.  —AFP

Other side 
of the draw 

is clearer



Bolt says
open to
comeback 
KINGSTON: Jamaican sprint king
Usain Bolt has hinted he could be
tempted out of retirment if former
coach Glen Mills asked him. The
world 100m and 200m record
holder and eight-time Olympic
champion told Variety magazine he
had no plans to resurrect his sprint-
ing career.

However the 33-year-old told
Variety magazine in a video inter-
view he would at least consider a
comeback if veteran coach Mills
asked him. “If my coach came back
and told me, let’s do this, I will, be-
cause I believe so much in my

coach,” Bolt said. 
“So I know if he says we’re

going to do this, I know it’s possi-
ble. Give Glen Mills a call, and I’ll be
back.” Bolt, who last competed in-
ternationally at the World Champi-
onships in London in 2017 where
he won bronze in the 100m, said he
does not visit the track any more.

“My coach gets too excited
when I come to the track, so I stay
away,” he said. Bolt meanwhile said
he is adjusting to life as a father
after he and partner Kasi Bennett
welcomed a baby girl in May.

Bolt said fatherhood was “harder
than breaking a world record.” “I
got sick that first week as I was
scared to fall asleep so I stayed up
at nights just watching her,” he said.
“I am a heavy sleeper but I have
learned that I am going to wake up,
I am going to get up no matter
what, I am getting better and I am
learning.” — AFP
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MADRID: Real Madrid could win La Liga tomor-
row after a routine 2-0 win over Alaves on Friday put
them within touching distance of the title.  With sus-
pended skipper Sergio Ramos sitting in the stands,
Karim Benzema took over the armband and then
penalty duties, firing in from the spot before teeing
up Marco Asensio to add a second at the Alfredo di
Stefano Stadium. 

After restoring their four-point advantage at the
top of the table, the pressure is back on Barcelona.
If Barca fail to win away at Real Valladolid on Satur-
day, Madrid will clinch the title with two games to
spare by beating Granada tomorrow at Los
Carmenes.

Yet even if Madrid have to wait, it seems in-
evitable they will host the trophy given they also
boast the superior head-to-head record against

Barcelona with three games left.  Madrid can afford
to draw two of those, even if Barcelona manage three
victories out of three.

“We still don’t know what is going to happen,”
said Real coach Zinedine Zidane. “La Liga is very
hard and we have three finals still to go.” “We have
to stay focused,” added Raphael Varane.  After sack-
ing their coach Asier Garitano last week following
five consecutive defeats Alaves never looked likely
to cause an upset. 

This loss in Juan Ramon Lopez Muniz’s first game
in charge leaves them hovering above the relegation
zone, only three points ahead of Real Mallorca, who
have hope after their win over Levante on Thursday. 

Zidane will be relieved all the same, particularly
as he had to do without a string of key players.
Ramos and Dani Carvajal were both banned while

Marcelo was injured, taking out three of Madrid’s
regular back four. 

Eden Hazard was unable to start but came on in
the second half to ease concerns about niggling
problems with his ankle.  A makeshift defence, in-
cluding Lucas Vazquez at right-back, chalked up an-
other clean sheet, Madrid’s fifth in a row for the first
time in 12 years. It is also their sixth in eight gams
since the restart. 

Alaves might have broke that run in the first few
minutes as Joselu headed against the crossbar and
Lucas Perez’s follow-up had to be cleared off the line
by Varane.  Eder Militao then had to make a perfectly
timed challenge to prevent Perez going clear. 

But Madrid survived and then took the lead in the
11th minute, Ferland Mendy driving to the line and
going down under the sliding tackle of Ximo

Navarro, who caught him with his trailing leg.  Ben-
zema scored the penalty for his 23rd goal of the sea-
son.  Oliver Burke twice caused Madrid problems
with weaving runs forward before Benzema hurt his
neck from an awkward fall on the stroke of half-time. 

Benzema was able to continue but injured referee
Gil Manzano was replaced by Rodriguez Carpallo,
whose first big decision was to allow Madrid’s sec-
ond goal.  Rodrygo did well to muscle his way
through midfield before freeing Benzema, who
looked offside but sped forward and side-footed for
Asensio to tap in. Replays showed Benzema had
timed his run and the goal stood. 

Thibaut Courtois had to make two smart saves but
Madrid were cruising by the end. Rodrygo and Vini-
cius Junior should have made it three when queueing
up at the back post but two was enough. — AFP

LOS ANGELES: The National Hockey
League’s board of governors and the play-
ers’ union signed off on a deal Friday that
paves the way for the pandemic-disrupted
season to resume on August 1.  The package
also includes a four-year extension of the
collective bargaining agreement which will
run through the 2025-26 season.

“Today, the NHL and the NHLPA an-
nounced a significant agreement that ad-
dresses the uncertainty everyone is
dealing with, the framework for the com-
pletion of the 2019-20 season, and the
foundation for the continued long-term
growth of our league,” NHL Commissioner
Gary Bettman said. 

“While we have all worked very hard to
try to address the risks of COVID-19, we
know that health and safety are and will
continue to be our priorities.” In addition,
the new CBA includes a clause that allows
players to compete in the 2022 and 2026
Olympic Games, although the International
Ice Hockey Federation also has to give its
approval. 

NHL players did not participate in the
2018 Olympic ice hockey tournament in
South Korea. Training camps will open on
Monday followed by a 24 team tournament
that will take place in two Canadian cities,
Edmonton, Alberta and Toronto, Ontario.

The return-to-play plan was officially
approved by the players following three
days of voting which ended Friday.  “This
agreement is a meaningful step forward for
the players and owners, and for our game,
in a difficult and uncertain time,’’ NHLPA
executive director Don Fehr said.

The opening of training camps next
week comes four months after play was
shutdown because of the coronavirus pan-
demic. Teams would travel to hub cities on
July 26, and a qualifying round would begin
play on August 1, as the league aims to fi-

nalize a field for the Stanley Cup playoffs.
Training camps will open in the teams’

local markets, but competition will re-
sume in Canadian hub cities with 12 East-
ern Conference teams headed to Toronto
and 12 from the West to Edmonton, where
the Stanley Cup final would be staged in
October.

The top four clubs in each conference
will play seeding event while the teams
ranked fifth to 12th will meet in a five-
game series to determine the four quali-
fiers that face the seeds in the opening
round of the postseason. 

Players have the next three days to in-
form their teams, in writing, if they want
to opt out of the rest of the season.  Each
team will be allowed 52 people in the “se-
cure zone” quarantine bubble with up to
31 players. 

Everyone would undergo daily
COVID-19 testing — with 24 teams and
52 people per club, that means 1,248 daily
tests when everyone arrives and until
teams are knocked out.  The NHL earlier
announced that 35 players have tested
positive for COVID-19 out of a total of
about 3,000 tests.  — AFP

NHL, players
union agree to
restart season 
on Aug 1

Real Madrid in sight of title 
VALDEBEBAS: Real Madrid’s Brazilian midfielder Casemiro (C) challenges Alaves’ Scottish midfielder Oliver Burke (L) and Alaves’ Panamanian midfielder Jose Luis Rodriguez during the Spanish League football match between
Real Madrid and Alaves at the Alfredo Di Stefano stadium in Valdebebas near Madrid. — AFP

‘We still don’t know what is going to happen’
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